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The
Haagen-Dazs
Collection

38-

$1.00 off any size pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires: 3/31/84

Fast, Free Delivery"
Good at locations
listed.

Haagen-Dazs presents the two straw milk
shake A frosty smooth shake so thick and rich,
vou'll probably want two straws to drink it!

RS

Haagen-Dazs
-IftV
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DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS

Park Avenue

116 E. New England Ave. • Winter Park • 644-1611

V*Winter Park
on

Park Avenue

At home? At a friend's?
In a hurry, or just hungry?
Domino's Pizza delivers
a hot, delicious pizza in
30 minutes or less.
Call us.
Fast, Free Delivery™
2725 N. Pinehills Rd.
Phone: 291-6100
Danube Plaza
713 S. Semoran Blvd.
Phone: 282-3700
2515 E. Colonial
Coytown Shp. Ctr.
Phone: 894-1664
Titusville
651 Park Ave.
"The Pirtle Plaza"
Phone: 268-8008
Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.
© 1983 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

HOUR
SLIDE
DEVELOPING
C-41 Photofinishing
in 12:30 p.m., out 4:30 p.m
fl.

15% DISCOUNT on all business
with Rollins Student ID.
ZAP
SLIDES & PHOTO CENTER
329 Park Avenue S.
Colony Gardens
Winter Park, FL 32789
Phone: 305/647-4413

Great Gifts
Thousands" of Records & Tapes
* Enlargements
made in our Lab overnight

Averaging $3.50 and less
Also many interesting collectibles.
We TRADE and pay cash for Quality LP's & Cassettes

629-1113

125 W. Fairbanks at Park Avenue, Winter Park

•_ ^ . W . , ' . - , . V - f t V . V - V . V i
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G. BROCK MAGRUDER

10%

OPTHAMOLOGY
takes pleasure in announcing the opening of full-contact
lens service and professional eyewear service
at his new office.

Pancake House
Restaurant

TO STUDENTS ft FACULTY

545 Park Avenue N o r t h
Winter Park

WITH I.D.

offering a complete line of contact lens — fitting & care.

6 A.M. -12P.M. Sun.-Thurs.

Call for information about one day service on
Daily or Extended Wear contact lens fitting.
(305) 6 2 9 - 6 6 5 5

DISCOUNT

6A.M.-3A.M. Fri.&Sat.

(800) 432-3994

345W. FAIRBANKS

AUTO INSURANCE
M&M INSURORS
415 S. Orlando Ave.
Winter Park, Fla. 32789
Next door to Wendy's
in the Mini Ranch Mall
Telephone #629-1611
Solar Heated Water fit

FAIRBANKS
POLYCLEfiN
Your Complete Laundromat
Just One Block North
of Rollins Campus
SELF SERVICE
Wash And Dry
FULL SERVICE
Dry Cleaning
Wash, Dry, And Fold
Minor Alterations

LEND A HAND
Obtain Job Experience By Volunteering
CALL BONI - 2 6 5 5
Volunteer Service Bureau, Inc.

^^

.

EASTERN
GUS AND BEVERAGE
Just One Block North
of Rollins Campus
Discount Prices On Our
Large Assortment of Domestic and Imported Beer
Soda and Snacks
Daily Newspapers and Magazines
(New York Times, Wall Street Journal, Orlando Sentinel)

Don't Forget To Check Oat Oar
Everyday Low Gas Prices
find Monthly Beer Specials
OPEN 7 DAYS

OPEN 7 DOTS
Mon.-Fri. 7am-10pm
Sat. and Sun. 7am-7pm

Sun.-Tues. 7am-12mid.
Wed.-Sat. 7am-2am

?10 WEST FAIRBANKS
644-2684

220 WEST FAIRBANKS
647-9267
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NEWS
Lord Promoted To Comptroller
by Gregg M. Kaye
For the past three years, David Lord has been
an integral part of the Rollins community in his
capacity as Business Manager. Effective last
November, with the move of William Gailey to
become President of Tomlinson College in
Tennessee, Mr. Lord assumed the role of
Comptroller. With his new position, Mr. Lord will
basically gain full control over the cashier's
office, payroll department, and payment of operating expenses. "Fortunately," Mr. Lord said,
"I've got a very fine staff." This staff will be led by
Karen Roy, formerly the school's senior
accountant.
Finding a new business manager will be tough,
as someone who can take charge of purchasing,
the food service, bookstore, mail facilities, and
the accommodation of outside group conferences
on campus must be found. Mr. Lord, although he
is changing his title, still plans to schedule
weekly "Director's Dinners", where students get
the chance to express their thoughts on the food
service.

Of his former position, Mr. Lord most enjoyed
his association with the housing and residential
life staff, a department he will miss working with
in the future. Through this department, Mr. Lord
feels that he most enjoyed his extensive contact
with the students, something he hopes to maintain.
Long-range planning will be another of many
new duties for Mr. Lord. Extensive renovation of
the entire housing system is one of the longrange plans which Mr. Lord and his colleagues
hope to see completed, as it will make the
campus seem even more attractive to prospective
students. Another of his major goals is to see the
installation of a telephone in each room, with
billing going directly to the bookstore. This plan
will hopefully eliminate vandalism of the present
dormitory hall phones — a tremendous expense.
Other plans include renovation of both the dining
and Student Center facilities. Both Mr. Lord and
the Rollins community look forward to his
change in position.

Rollins Women Buy School

David Lord

Library Tunes
Into OCLC

by Beth Rapp
If you notice an extra bounce in the step of
Bettina Beer or Kate Reich, chances are it's
because they have embarked upon a project that
thrills each of them. Together with Mrs. Wilma
Steinbaum, they have bought a small private prep
school in Sarasota, and already the improvements are starting.
Not that there was much wrong with the
school before, of course. Prew Preparatory
School has been flourishing since 1931, almost
completely a result of word-of-mouth advertising.
Sixty people attend, most are Sarasota residents
and all are Florida residents of the area because
the school does not have boarding facilities and
grades eight to twelve are taught there. Class
size averages about 12, but most classes contain
a cozy 5-8 people. The school was originally
located in the heart of Sarasota's old Historic
District, with the Administration Building located
in the famous Gillespie House, the home of
Sarasota's first mayor, but a new campus is
presently being built on land southeast of
Sarasota. If all goes well, the new campus will
not lose the flavor of the original one.
The buildings planned are of old Florida style:
wooden buildings complete with tin roofs,
wooden sidewalks, a library with a lake view, and
even a small old house for the Administration
Building. (At first everyone wanted to move the
Gillespie House, but unfortunately, moving the 3story structure would have caused enormous
technical problems.) In short, the new campus
has a feeling of rural suburbia, without
sacrificing easy access to I-75.
Prew's curriculum has always been tough.
Required are four years of math, science,
English, history, and a foreign language. Reich
and Beer won't attempt to make these
requirements more stringent, but they will
enforce them strictly, add more of an emphasis
on individually-paced learning, and expand the
international programs. Neither do they expect to
make major changes in the faculty; for the most
part they are very pleased with the quality of
teaching.
The three women hope to give Prew Prep
School a stronger focus. Both Beer and Reich
know what is expected of a college freshman
through experience at Rollins, and they will
therefore be better able to prepare Prew students
for college life. And both are excited about it.
Reich has taken a year's sabbatical, and Beer a
year's leave of absence to work there. Kate Reich
has declared that she will definitely be back in a
year, however, Bettina Beer's plans have not
been stated.

Denis Bourguignon

Denis Bourguignon

Bettina Beer
Wilma Steinbaum does not work for Rollins,
and she will be able to remain at Prew. A
prominent member of the Sanford Community,
Mrs. Steinbaum has worked extremely hard to
raise money for such worthy institutions as the
Florida New College, the Sarasota Opera Guild,
and the Ringling Museum. She is hoping to raise
scholarship money for those who cannot afford
Prew's $30007year tuition. (Incidentally, both of
Mrs. Steinbaum's daughters graduated from
Prew, and both attended Rollins. Her daughter
Michelle is a sophomore this year.)
Obviously, the three women have reason to be
delighted, and they are wished good fortune in
their new venture!

Frats In No Rush
by Dawn Marzlock
Fraternity Formal Rush got underway on January 6th. January is seen as favorable for holding
Fraternity Rush because male students get a
relaxed look at all six fraternities before making a
definite commitment to one. With approximately
135 Rushees, the enrollment far exceeded that of
previous years.
The Inter-Fraternity Council's diligent efforts to
get as many people aware as possible of the
fraternity organizations may be the reason for
such a high participation this year. Acting Advisor
Bill Loving has also really given freely of his time
to make a great Rush.

The Rollins College Libraries have recently
joined the OCLC On-line Union Catalog. OCLC,
Inc. is a not-for-profit corporation based in Ohio
which operates an on-line library system for all
types and sizes of libraries.
Established in 1967 OCLC now has several
thousand members and eight million records in
its data base. The records represent cataloging
provided by the Library of Congress through its
MARC
(Machine
Readable
Cataloging
Distribution Service) and on-line cataloging by
the member libraries. This shared cataloging
means that most libraries find approximately
93% of the materials being added to their collections has already been cataloged.
Seated at the Rollins terminal staff members
can ask the cataloging subsystem to produce
catalog cards for all new materials acquired by
the library. The cards will arrive within ten days,
arranged in filing order and ready to go into the
Rollins card catalog. In addition to card production the cataloging record generated at the
terminal will be produced in machine readable
magnetic tapes. These tapes will be utilized in
future library automation projects.
The cataloging subsystem is only one of the
subsystems which the library will be utilizing.
There is also an Inter-library Loan subsystem.
This system can be used to locate where books
and periodicals not owned by Rollins can be
borrowed. Seated at the terminal a librarian can
request the loan of materials from the appropriate
library. The material will be shipped via the regular
U.S. mail service, but all of the paperwork will be
done on-line. This will greatly enhance our ability
to locate materials and speed up the lending
process.
Rollins is an OCLC participant through a
regional library network SOLINET. The Southeastern Library Network was incorporated in 1973
and is headquartered in Atlanta, Georgia.
Member libraries are from the states of Alabama,
Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North and South Carolina, Tennessee and
Virginia.

This year, the parties were scheduled so not as
a c ° n f l l c t w i t h a n y other fraternity organization.
Hush concluded with Fraternity Pledge held on
Saturday, January 21st. Tucker Killam, I.F.C.
President, feels very positive about this year's
Fraternity Rush.
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Up With People Brings Message For Peace
by Elizabeth Shine
Filling the Enyart gymnasium with music,
dance, and a sort of all-encompassing optimism,
UP With People performed on January 11. This
multi-talented group of young men and women
come from all around the United States and
Europe to entertain, while spreading an important
message. Their message contains a plea for
peace and unity among people of different
ethnic, religious and cultural backgrounds. This
plea is expressed through the lyrics of their
songs, and the themes of their skits and dances.
The small portion of their normal two hour show
consisted of songs and dances from different
countries and eras. The bright colored party
dresses and narrow lapeled tuxedos that were
used during the 1950's medley were quite
effective.
UP With People began in the 1960's and has
continued to grow and be successful in
promoting sharing and compromising among
people of different origins. Carina (from Sweden),
with her year long tour half over, responded to the
question of what she has learned from her
experiences. Carina said that despite the hard
work of the rehearsals, the strong bonds that
form between the cast members, and the
excitement of traveling all through the United
States and Europe, made her time with UP With
People memorable and well worth it.

"Up With People" in the Enyard Field House

Photo by Denis Bourguignon

R.A.'s Not Just Plain-Clothes Police

by Tim Kinskey
It is a Friday night: the contents of three
garbage cans are all over the hall, the bathroom
has been trashed and you hear a firm knock on
the door.
"Who i-i-sssit?"
"Me, your R.A., open up!"
Of course, all he wanted was to chat but some
students assume R.A.'s are plain-clothes
policemen looking for a bust. In fact, "policy
enforcing" is the least of their priorities,
compared with counseling, programming, and
administrating.
The Office of Residential Life is looking for a
few good men (and women!) to become Resident
Assistants next year. If you would like some extra
spending money, a single room, and the
satisfaction of working with people, then the job
could be yours. Wait just a second, there are
some requirements. Perhaps the most important
is an interest in others and an awareness of their
needs; R.A.'s have to get along well with others.
Self-discipline and commitment are necessary as
well as leadership and communication skills.
Elena Silverstein-Starson, Director of Student
Activities and one of the R.A. coordinators, said
she became an R.A. in college because she
wanted to get involved and learn more about
leadership. She did note, however, that there are
some disadvantages. "You're the first one here
and the last one to leave. The biggest
disadvantage is the conception the residents
have of what an R.A. is supposed to be — a cop.
It used to bother me in college that I was Elena
the R.A., not Elena. The minute you tell someone,
people are very careful about what they say.
"The advantage is you learn how to deal with
other people. Everyone is different and you
cannot force your values on other people. You
have to keep an open mind. You learn a lot about
yourself and pick up skills that can help later on if
you're a supervisor or manager."
Bruce Stovall, an R.A. in McKean Hall, said,
"It's definitely worth it. You meet a lot of people
and get to deal with all types. The pay's
inadequate and I don't like the baby-sitting
aspect yet all in all, the neaatives account for
only about five-percent of the job."

Anyone can apply for resident assistantship
and no one is cut before the first group exercise.
This initial session involves two observers and
eight candidates, who are given a situation to
deal with, such as a problem drinker. The group
discusses what they might do while the
observers listen. A solution is not always
expeciea DUX me purpose is to see how the
candidates react with each other. Last year after
cuts were made, the candidates attended a
workshop with open interviews. For more effective evaluation, they will be interviewed individually this year. Normally, the nominees can
choose where they will live though it is subject to
approval because each dormitory has its own

personality. In other words, if you are a male
nominee, don't count on living in Ward Hall.
Remuneration for new R.A.s includes $700 a year,
a single room for the price of a double (if you are
not crazy about your roommate, here's your
chance!), and a free telephone (sans longdistance calls). If that is not enticing enough then
consider career-related experience. There will be
twenty new R.A. positions open for next year,
plus several alternate positions to replace those
candidates who decline the offer. Applications
are available at the Residential Life Office in
Carnegie Hall and the deadline is February 28,
1984.

Famous Activist Lectures At Rollins
by Laurie Gorman
Winter term is a time set aside to allow the
Rollins Community an opportunity to explore
intellectual ventures differing from those within
ine structural confines ot the traditional
semester format. This year, Rollins has been
honored by the presence of several prominent
writers (Winter Term with the Writers Series),
visiting professors, and lecturers of renowned
status.
The latest of these guests was Estelle Ramey,
a distinguished physician and noted activist for
women's causes. A graduate of the University of
Chicago, Mrs. Ramey is a Professor of
Physiology and Biophysics, who serves on the
staff of Georgetown University Medical School.
Formerly Vice-President of the Washington Heart
Association, she is currently a member of the
board of directors for this organization. Her
exhaustive list of honors includes receiving the
"Washingtonian of. the Year Award" in 1972;
being named "one of 100 most important women
in America" by Ladies Home Journal and
"Woman of Distinction" by the Public
Broadcasting Corporation in 1982. She holds nine
honorary degrees from several impressive
institutions, and specializes in the study of
endocrinology. In addition to membership in
several medical organizations, she is also
involved in feminist and political organizations.
Her articles have been published in scientific

journals, two books, and several popular
magazines. She has also made several
appearances on television.
After a reception was held here in her honor,
Mrs. Ramey discussed a variety of topics with
Rollins faculty, but focused strongly on her
philosophy of education. Relating many personal
experiences to her discussion, she stressed the
need for our educational system to support its
teachers with higher pay and better working
conditions in order to strengthen the foundation
upon which all educational opportunities
depend. She appeared to be supportive of the
Rollins community, and respected President
Seymour's efforts to intensify its intellectual
merits. Mrs. Ramey also discussed her beliefs
concerning medical and graduate studies. In
particular, she scorned systems of education,
especially those employed by medical schools,
that encourage competition and achievement for
materialist rewards above the development of
character and the capacity to be sympathetic.
The discussion was interesting and
informative, but too detailed to be sumamrized
fairly in such a limited amount of space, Rollins
was honored by Mrs. Ramey's presence.
Hopefully, the college will continue to attract
individuals of great mind and/or diversified
talents. It is an opportunity that can enrich
students, faculty, and members of the
surrounding community.
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Bauer-Yocum Moves Up In The World
by Steve Creel
"Now Rollins is a collection of people for me,
while in the past it was just an institution," said
Dr. Tim Bauer-Yocum, who has been appointed
Associate Dean of the College for the remainder
of this academic year. Associate Dean is a new
position for Rollins with responsibilities that
include supervision of the Office of Residential
Life as well as being the designate of Dean Bari
Watkins on various committees.
Dr. Bauer-Yocum described his position at
Rollins in the past as a "guest lecturer . . . you
come to class, speak, and leave." He feels he is
making a more important contribution now that
he is involved with students and the
administration of the college.
Provost Dan DeNicola shared Bauer-Yocum's
sentiments on involvement, expressing his hope
for "greater student contact and utilization of the
Dean's office because of a full-time teaching
faculty member in a leadership position."
Dr. Bauer-Yocum said that his duties so far
have been dominated by the Bill of Rights
revision committee and the annual prime housina

Dr. Tim Bauer-Yocum
review. "We [the committee] are revising
inconsistencies in the college Bill of Rights,
while at the some time revising our student/administration philosophy," he commented. Dr.
Bauer-Yocum said that he wanted to remove the
"adversarial goverment" system found in the

current Bill of Rights, especially concerning dorm
governance. "Within the private, self-choice
communities, (Greek and Independent), there are
fewer disruptive problems—more meditation
rather than an outside force coming in and taking
charge. That is what we want to encourage in the
large housing facilities through our revisions," he
said.
Dr. Bauer-Yocum said that his other big project, the prime housing review, has become very
large. He is currently developing a survey questionnaire to determine what segments of the
student population would be interested in
additional alternative housing. He mentioned the
strong possibility of opening 2 or 3 more small,
independent houses, but said the projects were
still in the planning stage and no firm dates could
be given yet.
Dr. Bauer-Yocum's appointment is through the
current academic year, and he will have the
option of applying for the position on a
permanent basis. He said that a national search
will be conducted for the position, and a final
decision will be made before the fall term starts.

SGA Presents Minutes, New Bills
January 12,1984
Meeting: 6:30 p.m., Bush 108
1) Vice President's Report:
— Finance Committee Meeting at 4:00 on
Thursday, January 19th.
^Standards Committee Meeting on Monday,
January 16th.
2) President's Report:
— Book Swap is being organized and will be
implemented the last week of Winter Term
and first week of Spring Term.
— Fairbanks Crossing safety issue has been
tabled indefinitely because the College
doesn't feel it is a serious hazard.
— Advisor/Advisee system — Wright met with
Dean DeNicola and Dean Watkins regarding
the Senate Bill that treats this issue. He was
advised that the SGA should submit a
specific proposal on how they recommend
reconstructing the present system and then
submit it to the Curriculum Committee. This
has been done in Senate Bill 2-10 that will
be presented later in the meeting and voted
on.
3) Student Center Report — given by
Elena Silverstein-Starson:
— Upcoming activities:
Disney World Trip — January 21st — $5.00
discount for students
Movie Week in the Pub — January 23-27
Scott Jones — Coffeehouse — February 13th
Gil Eaales Show — February 14th
SENATE BILL 2-10
(An Act Proposing the Creation of an Advisor
Evaluation Form to be Completed by Advisees
and Used on a Continuing Basis as Part of the
Advisor/Advisee System)
WHEREAS, many advisors advise because
they must, due to considerations regarding
tenure and promotions, and
WHEREAS, the quality of advising these
advisors provide is questionable since they are
advising because they have to and not because
they want to, and
WHEREAS, we students regard advising as a
form of teaching that should therefore be
evaluated, and as such, should be evaluated by
advisees before the current advisor/advisee
system can be properly assessed,
THEREFORE, be it resolved by the 1983-84
Senate that an advisor evaluation form be
created and used on a continuing basis as a part
of the advisor/advisee system.
FURTHERMORE, be it resolved that such a
form be completed by advisees and results be
compiled before any further study of the
advisor/advisee system takes place.

Films — Brian's Song — January 13th and
14th
Marathon Man — January 20th and 21st
Colgate 13 — January 25th — Student Center
— Ideas for future activities:
Young Comedians Night
Tickets to Concerts — bought in block for
discount to students
Rocky Horror Show
4) Community Governance Report by
Dean Kilbourne:
Reported on proposal for a new foreign
language requirement.
5) Introduced New Bills:
Senate Bill 2-10
(Regarding Advisor/Advisee System)
Passed unanimously after brief discussion.
Senate Bill 2-11 (Regarding Final Exams)
Passed unanimously after brief discussion.
Adjourned 6:57 p.m.
Senators in Attendance:
Liz Sanborn
Laurin Matthews
Mark Gabriel
Richard Burger
Derek Sander
Murray Sales
Pippa Boyd
Emily Whalen
Debbie Matthews

Eric Boiling
E.S. Kirk
SueGouda
Frank Greene
Mark Berman
Beverly Purple
Troy Kozak
Doug Szabo
Mike Hubbard
Mary Rogers

SENATE BILL 2-11
(An Act Relating to Final Exam Scheduling)
WHEREAS, the Student Government
Association represents the interests of the
Student Body; and
WHEREAS, three (3) exams on one calendar
day during a Fall or Spring term exam week
requires excessive preparedness; and
WHEREAS, final exams may represent 50% of
total class grades;
THEREFORE, be it enacted by the 1983-84
Senate that no more than two (2) exams be
required to be taken on any one calendar day
during exam week; and
FURTHERMORE, if more than two (2) exams
are scheduled for a single date, students may
have the option to reschedule a single exam to an
open date within the exam week period; and let it
be further resolved that copies of this resolution
be forwarded to the Curriculum Committee who
advises the Dean of the Faculty concerning
course and exam schedules and calendars.
FINALLY, let it be noted that this resolution is
simply an expression of student grievances with
regard to discriminatory scheduling and is issued
in hopes of furthering the ability of the student to
meet his/her full potential at Rollins College.

Student Center News
The Student Center is proud to introduce the
"Not-A-Lecture" series to the Rollins Community.
Any group or individual is invited to sponsor a
"Not-A-Lecture." The only guidelines for setting
up such an event are as follows:
A- A "Not-A-Lecture" must be informal
in nature.
B- The discussion topic (if there is one)
need not be strictly academic. A "NotA-Lecture" may simply offer students
and faculty an opportunity to get to
know one another.
C- The "Not-A-Lecture" sponsor should
provide refreshments for participants.
Wine is also highly desirable.
"Not-A-Lecture" posters have been printed for
your use. Call X-2186 to schedule a "Not-ALecture." All first time sponsors will receive a
"Not-A-Lecture" planning packet, including
posters, guidelines, and possible discussion
topics. In addition the first five "Not-A-Lecture"
sponsors will receive $10.00 in refreshment/
expense money from the Student Center.
********************** *******************
Senator Beverly Purple ('87) has been appointed 1984 Spring Fling Chairperson. She is looking
for ideas from the student body on what they
would like to do. Please contact her at Ext. 2186 if
you have any ideas or would like to be involved in
planning Spring Fling.
*****************************************
Beginning Spring Term, the Student Center
hopes to offer Rollins students discounted
tickets for concerts in Orlando and Lakeland.
Look for posters announcing the sale of tickets
for specified events.
* * * * * * * * * * * * *****************************
Any student interested in helping to coordinate
the Lecture Series for Spring Term should call X2186.
* * * * * * * * * * * ******************************
Discount Membership cards are again
_vailable for Church Street Station (Rosie's).
Tickets enabling you to purchase the discount
cards can be obtained in the SGA office in
Carnegie Hall. For more information call Ext
186.
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News Briefs
Interns Sought
Representative S.L Clements, Jr., Chairman of
the House of Representatives Legislative Intern
Program, announces that the program is now
accepting applications for 1984-85. The deadline
for applying for the program is February 1,1984.
More than twenty applicants will be selected in
April of 1984 by the Committee, and those
chosen will serve as legislative interns for a
year's period of time in Tallahassee. The
internship period runs from August 16,1984 to
August 15,1985. Interns serve as part-time staff
research assistants in standing House
Committees and leadership offices and attend a
state university.
This program which has been in effective since
1968 has been instrumental in helping to advance
persons serving as interns into local, state and
federal positions within government.
Interns receive a stipend of $600 per month and
have their class fees paid for course work up to
12 hours per semester for the year's internship
period. They will attend Florida State University
for at least three semester hours for two
semesters. Arrangements can be made to attend
other state universities for those students who
are involved in masters or doctoral studies.
Any person who has graduated from a college
or university, or will graduate by August of 1984,
and who has or is attending a university in Florida
or is a Florida resident attending school out of
state is eligible to apply. Most of the internships
are awarded to graduate students or potential
graduate students. There is no age limitation or
restriction regarding any field of studies.
Brochures describing the program and
application package can be obtained by
contacting:
Kathleen J. Reich
Associate Professor
Library Science
Box 2636
ext. 2676

SGA Wants To Swap Books
For Spring Term of '84 the Student Government
Association will be offering an alternative to
selling your used books back to the book buyer
for a pittance. A week before spring term begins
we will circulate a list of all books being used in
spring term courses that have been used here at
Rollins in the past. If you are interested in buying
or selling used books you should consult this list.
If the book(s) you wish to buy or sell are on the
list, then contact the SGA office in Carnegie Hall,
Ext. 2186.
The SGA will serve as a go between for buyers
and sellers. Let us know which book(s) you wish
to buy or sell and we will keep a list of books
being offered for sale and books being sought
after to buy. Once we give you the name, box #,
and phone #of the buyer or seller, it is up to you
to aet in touch with that person — we will try and
help with making contacts, but the major responsibility is yours. The seller should set the J
price OT tne DOOK(S), out tne ouyer can always try
to negotiate a better price. This is an option you
don't have when dealing with the book buyer or
the book store! So remember, if you're short on
cash and you don't want those old books, try
selling them. We'll be here to help and if you have
any questions, don't hesitate to call Ext. 2186 or
come by the SGA office in Carnegie Hall. Take
advantage of this opportunity to recycle your
books!

Certification Workshop Offered
The American Heart Association, Central
Florida Chapter, will be presenting a certification
workshop for Basic Life Support Instructors
March 21,23 & 24. Anyone interested in obtaining
training to teach this important skill must hold a
current Basic Rescuer card. Please contact
Sullivan House for applications, phone 2138 or
Box #2756.

Welcome Back
Lock, Stock & Barrel

DoYouK.A.R.E.?
Area college students are being invited to take
part in a couple of unusual activities lined up for
three K.A.R.E. (KIDS ARE the RESPONSIBILITY of
EVERYONE) Karnivals on Saturday, March 10, at
malls in Altamonte Springs, Melbourne and
Daytona Beach. It's all part of a gigantic effort on
the part of BJ-105 radio, WESH TV2 and the
Orlando Regional Medical Center Foundation to
raise money for pediatric services at Orlando
Reaional.
Last year's telethon generated more than $131
thousand for the neonatal intensive care unit at
Orlando Regional Medical Center. The unit is one
of only ten in the state and provides lifesaving
care to critically ill and premature newborns from
the six county Central Florida area.
This year proceeds from K.A.R.E. will benefit
not only the neonatal intensive care unit but all
children's services at Orlando Regional Medical
Center including the pediatric intensive care unit,
one of only six in the state; the children's cancer
center, one of five in the nation chosen by the
National Cancer Institute in a pioneer program;
the spina bifida center, the only one in Central
Florida, treating children from all over the state;
the regional cystic fibrosis clinic; the child
protection team, a program dealing with child
abuse throughout Orange, Seminole, Brevard and
Osceola counties; and the brain injury
rehabilitation center, one of twenty in the
country.
For more information about participating in the
K.A.R.E. Karnivals and the rockathon and
danceathon, contact the K.A.R.E. office at 8415194.

Study In Hawaii
The Pacific Asian Management Institute
(PAMI), at the University of Hawaii, announces its
seventh annual Summer PAMI Program. Being
uniquely international and cross-cultural with its
emphasis on the Pacific Basin and Asian
countries, it offers a wide selection of I.B.
courses staffed by renown faculty drawn from
around the world. Credits from the Summer PAMI
Program may be transferable to your home
institution.
Our regular Summer PAMI Program focuses on
the international dimension of various business
fields, courses being highly interactive and
intensive. In addition, the Field Study Abroad
Program provides ah opportunity for students to
receive first-hand observation and analysis of
Asian industrialization.
On campus room and board is available at a
cost of $470.00 for six weeks. Tuition and
Institute fee for three courses (9 semester credits)
is $780.00. The Field Study Abroad Program costs
$2,300.00, which includes air fare, hotel,
breakfast, and tuition for three credit hours.
These programs can be used as a door to
future career opportunities. They are all the more
exciting being held in the Pacific paradise of
Hawaii and its multi-national environment.
For more information contact the Sandspur
office.

Since their humble beginning as a student
band here in 1979, Rollins' own "Lock, Stock and
Barrel" has appeared many times in campus
coffeehouses and benefit concerts. Now a
professional group offering a wide range of
sounds from Reggae to Bluegrass, "L, S, & B" will
return to Rollins in a concert to benefit the work
of the Rollins World Hunger Committee.
Welcome them back and aid a worthy cause by
attending the 5th Annual "Feed the People"
Concert, on Saturday, February 18 (Parent's
Weekend) at 8:30 p.m. in the Annie Russell
Theatre. Tickets are $3.00 for students, $5.00 for
general public, and will be available at the
Knowles Chapel (X-2115) or at the door. Bring
your folks!

Rollins Hosts Grandparents
"Boy, things sure have changed in the 50 years
since I was a college student."
This remark is typical of the observations
made by grandparents of Rollins College
students at last year's Grandparents Weekend at
the college.
For the second straight year Rollins is inviting
grandparents to visit the campus and observe
dormitory life, campus activities and student
attitudes, as well as attend a variety of pertinent
lectures and other functions.
The weekend begins this year with a reception
and candlelight dinner hosted by President
Thaddeus Seymour at 6 p.m., Jan. 27. Chapel
services at Knowles Memorial Chapel close out
the weekend for the grandparents on Jan. 29.
Rush is over and there is one more weekend
left in Winter Term! What can one do? Why not
get involved with Grandparents Weekend! It only
happens once a year and it gives the college
student a chance to share his/her college
experience with someone special. If you plan on
participating and you are not quite sure about
what is going on please call Elizabeth Brothers at
Ext. 2606.

Dance With Fine Arts
by David Creath
How many of you have dancin' souls? No
matter how much you go out and boogie, it's still
not enough? Well, the Fine Arts House has the
answer for you. A 24-HOUR DANCE
MARATHON!!! Starting Friday, February 10at
noon and going until noon Saturday, February 11,
this marathon will not only benefit the Fine Arts
House Scholarship Fund, but will determine the
Rollins true dancing spirit! Students, Faculty,
and Staff are all encouraged to participate by
signing up in Beans. The entry fee is $1.00 per
person. Then it is up to you to get the sponsors.
Pledges will pay the FAH for every hour you
dance.
Now you may be asking yourself, "Why would I
want to dance all day and all night for the FAH?"
Mainly because the 24-hour survivors will win
* "SURPRIZE PRIZES* * *!! (TBA). All the
dancers will also help the Fine Arts House assist
a student who shows talent in the fine arts to
attend Rollins. On top of all that, it will be a
BLAST, TOO!! So remember, sign up in Beans at
the FAH desk. Even if you don't think you can last
the night, come and join the fun. Dance as much
as you can. So get your dancin' shoes on and join
us on the 10th and 11th. LET'S BOOGIE!!

WE NEED YOUR HELP!
Anyone Interested in working on the
Planning Committee for Prevue
Weekend, to be held March 15,16 and 17
should contact the Admissions office at
X-2161.
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Rollins Infected With Apathy

APATHY. Interested? Didn't think so. Apathy is
a disease which is as contagious as the plague. It
is currently widespread across the country, and
Rollins is a prime example.
Why does it seem like a few people do all the
work and show all the interest, while others will
attend an event only if beer and/or wine & cheese
is served? Compare the turnout at this year's
Homecoming to that of Oktoberfest. Anything
seemed more appealing than standing in the rain
to "support" the school. Yet Harper Shepard was
filled with Rollins students clutching their cups
of Lowenbrau. The event must be proven before
anyone will chance it. What happens to those
who plan these "flops," such as the nuclear
freeze lecture by famous political activist Ann
Marie Borgman? Often they get discouraged and
never do another thing. And so another victim is

>truck by the dreaded disease of apathy.
The Day A Her attracted a large audience and
actually aroused a lot of discussion. Yet where
are all those enraged people now? Marching
against nuclear arms? Writing to their Congressmen and expressing their views (for or against)?
At Rollins one is far fnore likely to see them
tanning at the pool or out at Park Avenue.
Printed in this issue are two bills which are
currently under discussion in our Senate. Read
them. Care about what is going on in our government. Note the attendance list of the last meeting
— 19 out of the 40-plus senators. This is less than
half! If you want to have any influence, your
senators need to be there. They seem just as
infected with apathy as the rest of the school.
Surely, if we can cure polio and smallpox, the
disease of apathy can be overcome. After all, the
tools for cure do exist — concern and action.

Adam Smith Club Speaks Out

Dear Editor:
What makes America great? Why is it that the
people in the United States are basically better
off economically than the people in countries
with large central governments? Take China for
example. In a city of four million people, the
average allotment of housing space is just
twenty-seven square feet, according to
Butterfield's China. The U.S. Department of
Commerce said that in 1980 the average heated
square footage of living space for this country
was 535.
Why is it that, by this measure, the people in
the United States are approximately twenty times
better off than the Chinese people cited? It is my
opinion that the difference in economic wellbeing arises because the United States has a
different political-economic system.
In the United States, we have a system some
call free enterprise. I believe free enterprise is
based on four elements: private property, the
profit and loss system, free markets and limited
government. The purpose of this article is to
briefly explain why individuals in the free
enterprise system have more economic wellbeing than individuals in countries where free
enterprise is absent.
PRIVATE PROPERTY exists when individuals
have the ability to own and control the means of
production. This allows individuals to freely
choose how to employ their private property and
to keep what they produce. Private property
capitalizes on the self-interest motive. Selfinterested, profit-maximizing individuals use
private property most effectively when they own
it because they have a vested interest in it. On the
other hand, when government owns property,
"everyone" owns it; however, no one has a vested
interest in seeing its use maximized. For
example, compare the condition of public
housing to the condition of a private apartment

In an effort to establish a con'
tinuing dialogue within the Rollins
community, the Rollins Sandspur
promotes discussion indigenious to
the scholastic environment. There'
fore, this paper encourages
students to voice their opinions or
concerns or pertinent issues in the
form of letters to the editor.
Letters will be printed on a
space'available basis. All letters
must be signed and must be
received by the Tuesday before
the paper appears. All letters
should be addressed: Editor
Rollins Sandspur, Box 2742,
Rollins College.

complex over the same period of time. Compare
public restrooms to private restrooms. It is
human nature to take better care of something
that is ours than what isn't ours.
THE PROFIT AND LOSS SYSTEM results in
giving individuals an incentive to produce
efficiently. Profit is a reward for maximizing the
use of private property; loss is a penalty for not
using private property most efficiently. Profits
and losses are "grades" that individuals get
when they take the market test. Profits mean you
pass; losses mean you fail. This allows only
those individuals who satisfy the needs and
wants of others to flourish in the marketplace.
FREE MARKETS allow individuals to freely
pursue any activity as long as they do not infringe
on the rights of others. Free markets insure
flexibility in the marketplace. Prices and wages
may adjust up or down, and capital may flow
from one area of the market to another depending
on consumers' needs. Flexible wages and prices
allow private property to flow to the most
profitable areas in the marketplace so that it is
used most effectively.
Free markets develop competition.
Competition puts pressure on individuals to
produce those things that consumers want most.
In a competitive marketplace the customer is
king. The producer must be constantly upgrading
his product while staying competitively priced, or
the consumer will go elsewhere.
LIMITED GOVERNMENT is a necessary
condition for receiving the benefits of the other
three elements of the free enterprise system.
Government cannot give unless it first takes.
When it takes, i.e., taxes and inflation^ it erodes
private property. This reduces the self-interest
motive. When government gives, i.e., subsidies, it
disrupts the profit and loss system by allowing
individuals who would have failed the market test
to pass. This lets private property flow to
inefficient sectors of the market.
The question often arises: But how limited
should government be? It is my contention that
government's only legitimate function is that of
defense, protecting individuals from the force
and fraud of others. My argument goes like this:
Individuals have the right of self-defense.
Therefore, individuals can delegate that right to
government. However, does an individual have
the right to take from individual A and give to
individual B? My answer is no; that is theft. Since
an individual does not have that right, that right
cannot be delegated to government. But
government does take from A and give to B; I
cannot see any basis for this power. Therefore, a
limited government is a government which
protects the rights of individuals from the force or
fraud of others.
It is my belief that the free enterprise system,
composed of private property, the profit and loss
system, free markets, and limited government, is
responsible for the economic well-being of the
people of the United States. We as citizens of this
country must do everything we can to preserve
the free enterprise system if we want to continue
to live with a higher standard of living than the
rest of the world.
Goff Briggs
President, Adam Smith Club
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COLUMNS
bvTerzahHorton
Well, by now most of us "fellow travelers" at
Rollins have realized that this fine institution has
unwittingly constructed several stumbiing blocks
along any path of academic endeavor. Yes, by
now everyone has experienced the true joys of,
among other things, this school's library system.
In spite of various assertions by Thaddeus
Seymour that our "Harvard of the South" is
devoted to academic excellence, many have
found working in the bowels of Mills frustrating
at best, and intolerable and expensive at worst.
My first experience with Mills occurred a few
days after classes began. While diligently
working on a research paper, I was startled out of
a reverie by the mysterious disappearance of any
lighting. Remembering the ten-minute warning
system, I dragged down to the check-out desk
with a mountain of horribly dull books on the
development of absolutism among Anarctic
penguins.

Student Victim Of Tragedy In Library

"Sorry, no check-outs"
I just stared at the threatening assistant. I had
at least two hours of work to do by tomorrow and
didn't appreciate having my right to absorb
history through osmosis revoked.
"Look, read the sign — NO CHECK OUTS!"
O.K., it wasn't the end of the world. The
following day I came back and managed to get
back to the check-out desk comfortably before
"D-day." The new check-out system then slapped
me in the face—oh goodie, back to the Dark
Ages. Instead of the conveniently coded library
cards, the library tycoons had decided, no doubt
to increase efficiency, to have the student fill out
a separate information card for each book.
Surprisingly, they didn't need my drivers license
and three I.D.'s (their security mentality), but
filling out ten cards with very similar information
is time consuming. It may serve a purposelearning by rote is still a viable alternative at Jolly
Roily Colly. After patiently dealing with this useless paperwork, I was politely informed that, once
again, I had missed the ubiquitous time deadline.
Growl. I returned my books to a well-hidden
corner in the stacks, but the next day I wasn't as
lucky. One of the books had mysteriously vanished—my thesis had just walked off to nevernever land. Not amused, I asked at the monolythic figure at the front desk if he knew where
the book could be. "No."
I tried to convince him that the missing book
was vital to the future of Antarctic Penguins—and,
coincidentally, to my future grade in an important
class.
"Sorry, I can't help you, but you can fill out a
search slip."
Search slips, wonderful items of bureaucratic
red tape, are dragged out to sooth the savage
student while causing the least amount of
administrative hassle. The library assistants
neglect to mention an insignificant detail that
these searches take at least three weeks and
have an amazing record for accomplishing
nothing. So much for my paper.
A few weeks later a similar bungling occurred.
Lulled into a false sense of security, I had
dutifully returned an overdue book that I would
need later in the term. I went back to retrieve the
material (surprisingly, another book critical to a
paper thesis) and panicked when the hardback
had vanished. I frantically searched the nearby
shelves, the preshelving area, the front desk, the
floors, the shocked bystanders... no luck. But,
thanks to the Almighty Library Gods, I could
always till out a searcn slip. I did eventually find
the book after vast sluething efforts—actually I
stumbled across it—this month. It had been
misfiled and cheerfully sat on a wrong floor.
Dewey Decimal won't work if you can't count.

Olin Library under construction
Let's hope there's an improvement.

Research at Mills can also be a small ordeal as
painless as the Spanish Inquisition. It can be a
deadly mistake to ask for library assistance: "I'm
sorry, that's not my department," or "I can't leave
the desk right now, can you come back
Monday?", and the infamous, "Can you come
back next week? We're understaffed." All ring a
familiar bell to those of us who haunt Mills vainly
searching for a book review or a Special
Collection item. And yes, Rollins is the only
college with its very own layaway plan. Fill out an
interlibrary loan card and—BINGO—in five weeks
or more you can have the sought after materials.
If the term is over? Well, you can always read the
books during your leisure time. If you do manage
to corner a library aid, be wary of the "help" they
give. Finding the periodical index in the stacks is
highly unlikely, even if the staff is miserable
confused about the "new" Library of Congress
system.
The adventures of copying at our beloved book
center can also be trying. During finals, when the
library still insisted on closing at the ridiculously
early hour of eleven, J wanted to copy a magazine
article for a presentation the next morning. I was
told at the front desk that I couldn't get change
for a dollar. Hmmm. Ten thirty-four never struck
me as being very close to the ten-minute
deadline, but the library assistant refused to
unlock the change drawer, protecting it like a
guard watching over Fort Knox (who knows,
maybe our tuition money is secretly stashed in
that drawer—it has to be hidden somewhere.)
The aid kindly suggested getting change
elsewhere. I flew over to the Pub, got the golden
change, and ran back to Mills only to face locked
doors at 10:48. No longer amused, I snuck in the
"exit" and, under the glare of the Crusading
Watchman, made my copies.
A word to the wise. Don't turn in your UCF
books at Rollins. I was lucky to escape relatively
unscathed with a ten-dollar fine. I had returned
three books at Rollins on December 15 and they
didn't make it back to UCF until January 16—a
speedy 32-day delivery. It's not our library's policy

to return UCF books (surprise, surprise, after
turning in UCF books at Mills for three years at
the advice of a respected professor. Ignorance is
bliss, up to a point.) I was lucky—the books got
back. Having experienced the deplorable
bungling of the library, I'm surprised they weren't
lost. Also, library fines are calculated for
everyday the library was open during Christmas
break. You and I both know the the school was
closed and most overdue books were probably
locked in dorm rooms, but a logical fining
process isn't at work here.
At an institution dedicated, at least in theory,
to academic excellence, I can't find a good
excuse for such an inefficient and frustrating
system. Research at Rollins is an ordeal that
students should not have to face. The moral of
the story? The facilities at Mills are archaic and
untrustworthy, so it may be wise to do your
research at UCF if possible. If not, follow a few
simple guidelines:
1. Leave books at the front desk (on hold) if you
want to leave them at the library overnight.
2. If vou need a book that is currently overdue,
renew it, don't return it. Radioactive tracers are
illegal, so you are taking a risk and may never see
tne source again.
3. A word of advice to the library—a thirty minute
warning before closing would allow students
time to check out books before the library goes
into its last ten-minute panic.
Library research at Rollins is possible, if you
are willing to deal with little effective help and a
lot of frustrating inefficiency. Hopefully the new
library will change some of this madness; if not,
we at Rollins are doomed to four years of
research pains and frustrations. Not a pretty
picture.

*NOTE: Although based on real events this story
is fictitous. The names have been changed to
protect the not-so-innocent.
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Frederico Gil Draws A Following

During winter term it is customary for
professors from other colleges, and even
countries, to come to Rollins and teach
courses for the term. This year Rollins was
fortunate enough to have nine guests eight teachers and Australian writer-?nresidence, Fay Zwickey (featured in the
Dec. 13 issue.) The Sandspur would like to
introduce them:

by Shelly Kirschner

Clark Speaks On Black Women
by Dawn Picotte
Although many of the visiting professors
choose to come to Rollins "for a change", it is
doubtful that any of them will experience as
much change as Dr. Norris Clark. Clark, who
came to Rollins as part of the exchange program
with Colgate University, will be leaving his
position as Assistant Professor of English there
to assume the position of Director of Black
Studies at Bradley University in Peoria, Illinois.
Clark will assume his new position upon
completion of his winter term course entitled
"Three Black Women Writers: Naylor, Morrison,
Walker." Clark says he teaches this course
because "I'm a chauvanist" with a quick smile.
Seriously, however, Ciark's qualifications are
impressive. A specialist in American Studies,
Clark's many interdisciplinary studies have
focused on American and Afro-American
literature. Clark is author of The Black Aesthetic
Revisited, published in February 1983, which
explores the Black Aesthetic movement of the
1960's and 1970's in the context of black
American literature and American literature.
Clark's accomplishments are many, but they
don't out-shine his good nature. He claims he
came to Rollins, among other reasons, because
he thought it was "a good opportunity to get
some sun in January" and has no qualms in
stating that the weather hasn't been up to par. He
also joked about his present marriage status,
single, but seems to enjoy it.
Activity seems to be important to Clark. He
participated in intercollegic football, basketball
and track in his earlier days. Now he spends his
free time traveling and doing non-academic
things such as renovating houses. Clark says his
profession is ideal because of the free time it
allows him to follow other pursuits.

Alum Returns To Teach
by L.A. Vogel
Professor Gail Johnson-Jauron is at Rollins
this winter term teaching the education class: "A
Critical Examination of Educational Innovations." The class discusses different theories of
educational reforms.
A Rollins graduate from 1974, Johnson-Jauron
received her degree in psychology and philosophy. She then went to Harvard for her Masters
and Doctrine in Philosophy of Education with
concentration on ethics and moral theories.
For the past three years, Johnson-Jauron has
lived in Cincinnati, Ohio where her husband
played professional football for the Cincinnati
Bengals. At the same time, Johnson-Jauron
taught in an Adult Education Program. When her
husband finished with football, he was offered a
position in DeLand with Nautilus. The couple
decided to try Florida for a year and Gail
Johnson-Jauron was back at Rollins, this time as
a teacher, Johnson-Jauron enjoys being back at
Rollins. Although she feels many changes have
been made at Rollins, such as new buildings and
different cirruculums, she also noted some
things that have not changed. Such as many of
the faculty staff.
by L.A. Vogel
The Australian Studies program has brought
one of its professors to Rollins! Actually, Prof.
Colin Sale has been teaching the Rollins
Australian course in Environmental Studies for 3
years, but his teaching position is at the Sydney
Institute of Education where he is head of the
geography department.

El Salvador. Nicaragua. Puerto Rico. All are
subject to violent political struggles that have
captured our interest again and again. Few
scholars understand the complex motivations
beyond the surface of Latin America's bloody
outbursts. Rollins has been privileged to have
one such scholar this winter term-* Dr.
Frederico Gil has led a life crowded with
experiences. Born in Cuba, this soft-spoken man
has traveled to over sixty-five countries
throughout Latin America, Europe and Asia
including China, Chile, Columbia, Israel, Turkey,
Switzerland, and many more. His travels have
given him an insight towards politics which led to
five books and countless articles.
He submerged himself in the subject of Latin
American politics and its relationship with the
U.S. after receiving a Doctorate of Political and
social sciences in 1941 and a Licentiate of
Diplomatic and Consular Law in 1942. He came
to the U.S. during WWII and since has been using
his gifted intellect to help draft the Alliance for
Progress, became member of the North Carolina
Advisory Council to the Peace Corps and a
representative to the Cuban community in 1978

during prisoner release talks in Havana. He has
also served the public through his friendship with
Latin American leaders such as the President of
Chile, Frey. His advice, given during his
professorship at University of North Carolina, has
led to many awards and positions. He is the first
recipient of the Alfred Jackson Hanna Chair. He
is the only (naturalized) American to receive the
O'Higgen award, Chile's highest honor.
He has taken his knowledge to Middlebury
College, Duke University and Louisiana State
University. Now he is allowing Rollins to benefit
from his Winter Term class, Latin American-U.S.
Relations. However, with his many boards and
councils awaiting him throughout United States
colleges he won't be with us long. Students of his
class have displayed a great amount of affection
for this slender, quiet man and have expressed
the desire that next year's freshmen should not
be cheated of his teachings. His loyal students
are well-known in the Latin American department
for exhibiting a motivation to learn that is so
lacking in many Rollins classrooms. Perhaps Dr.
Gil has given his greatest scholarly contribution
to our school by inspiring students to want to
learn and, hopefully, teachers to be more
dedicated to their subjects.

Henderson Shows Fatherly Concern
by Dawn Picotte
There are several factors that bring Dr. William
Henderson, specialist in public finance and
urban economics, to Rollins College, both
functional and personal. Henderson, who is
teaching a course entitled "Growth and
Development of Urban Areas" says the
opportunity tc do a winter term in what has the
possibility of being an exchange program for
Dennison University appealed to him, as well as
working with President Seymour, who is a
personal friend.
Henderson's reasons don't end there.
Henderson, who has taught Economics at
Dennison for "years and years" decided to spend
his free winter term at Rollins so he could enjoy
the weather and spend time with his daughter
Carol, who is a recent Rollins graduate. He says
he's here "not to check up on her, but to spend
time with her."
Henderson, with his distinguished graying
hair, seems to carry his fatherly concern with him
even when talking about his students. It is

evident that he, as he says, "wants to teach a
good course." He is well qualified to do so. He
has published extensively in public finance and
urban economics. In 1982 he was awarded first
place in the College Division of the 20th Annual
Teaching of Economics Award by the Joint
Council on Economic Education.
Henderson has been to Florida many times, in
the course of business as well as for personal
reasons, but this is his first year teaching at
Rollins. Although he seems to be enjoying his
stay, he doubts he will return next year because
he will be required to teach at Dennison.
Henderson would like to see an exchange
program arranged with Rollins, but sees little
hope since the winter term, or J, program at
Dennison is less academic than Rollins' winter
term. There, students participate in nonacademic classes for no credit or grades.
Henderson has taught everything from a course
called "Developing Games" in which students
developed board games and tried to get them
marketed, to "Radical Ideals on Radical
Economists."

Barcroft Brings A Bit of Ireland
by Dawn Picotte
Although winter term brings many professors
to Rollins for the first time, most of them either
live in the United States or have been here before.
This is not the case with Dr. Stephen Barcroft.
Barcroft runs the Irish Studies Center in Dublin
where the Rollins exchange program is arranged.
He is also the founder and director of the Dublin
Tutorial Center, which is a pre-University school.
Barcroft's reactions to both the United States
and Rollins are favorable. He says "although the
weather has been colder than I expected, I am
enjoying it" (his time here). He would like to bring
his wife Birgitta, his two sons, Peter and John,
and his daughter Vanessa here someday
because he thinks they will find it "interesting
and exciting."
In the meantime, Barcroft is teaching a course
entitled "Conflict in Northern Ireland" as both a
morning class for day students and as a night
class for the Continuing Education program. He

says he is encouraged by the "particular interest
shown" and the fact that students are "generally
willing to ask questions and converse" here. He
supports cross disciplinary study practiced at
Rollins because it offers the opportunity to
"broaden (one's) mind."
Barcroft is pleased to be teaching at Rollins
this term. He was asked to teach here last year,
but couldn't leave his work in Dublin. He has
been lecturing Rollins students in Dublin,
however, for seven or eight years.
Although he feels his position in Dublin
afforded him his position at Rollins, Barcroft
feels he has two capacities to fill while here. The
most obvious one is to teach his course. Because
he has lived in both Northern and Southern
Ireland for many years, and has spoken to many
people involved in Irish politics, he is especially
qualified. But, along with teaching his course,
Barcroft hopes his visit will stimulate interest in
the Dublin exchange program. He will be
speaking at an informational meeting on
Tuesday, January 24 for anyone interested.

Sale Visits From "Land Down Under"
Born in Sydney, New South Wales, Australia,
Colin Sale received his undergraduate degree
from Sydney University. Then he went to the
University of London where he mastered in
physical geography. Since then he has
specialized in the world's changing environment.
Sale enjoys traveling and observing these
changes first hand.
Although an Australian Professor. Colin Sale's

course "Biography and the World's Changing
Environment" indulges in all the continents of
the world.
Sale has traveled to all of these continents and
his interest in geography and travel has found
him on Safaris, cross-country railway traveling,
and obscure areas of South America. This
adventurous interest in travel thoroughly
enhances his classes.
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Gee Finds Rollins "Quite Splendid"
by Dawn Picotte
All of the professors visiting Rollins for winter
term are teaching, but most of them are here to
learn as well. Dr. David Gee of Shrewsbury,
England is no exception. He is here on the Cole
Scholarship, which enables British professors to
experience American colleges.
While he is here, Gee is teaching "Perceptions
of Self, School and Society." This course

Woods Leads Excavation

attempts to define an "educated person" while
promoting an awareness of self and a clear view
of life.
Although this isn't Gee's first trip to America, it
is his first time in Florida. He says he decided to
come to America to "broaden my experience,
widen my education." He is quick to point out his
observations. He says that he is "very impressed
with the friendliness and hospitality (of
Americans)" and finds the variety of subjects
covered in school "quite splendid."
M0MTXV

y^^^^^^f

by L.A. Vogel
Professor Daniel Woods retired from full time
teaching in 1975 and moved from Westchester,
N.Y. to Tryon, N.C. For the past eight years he has
come to Rollins during winter term and taught
Greek & Roman related art courses. This term he
is teaching "Greek Art History 8th-4th Century
B.C.
Woods received his undergraduate degree
from Holy Cross College. He then did graduate
work in Greek and Latin Language and Literature
at Columbia and then at the Institute of Fine Arts
at New York University he studied art, history and
archeology. He did his archeological training in
Greece under the renowned archeologist Carl
Lehman.
Since 1956 Woods has concentrated on Greek
and Roman civilization sites in Spain. For the last
28 summers Woods, a group of international
archeologists and some students have been
excavating the Roman City, Pollentiaon the
Island of Majorca. They have restored a Roman
house and a columnaded street. Their present
excavation on the site is a Roman Forum.
For the last three years the Bryant Foundation
has become associated with Dartsmouth College
and each summer 45 international students and 4
archeological interns from Dartsmouth go to
Pollentia. Woods hopes to have at least one
Rollins student join the excavation this summer.

<2<?

Although Gee says he has enjoyed teaching at
Rollins, ("the students are responsive and easy to
teach") he will soon join his family back in
England. When he returns to Shrewsbury, a 32
432 year old prep school for students 13 through
18, he will assume a position that is similar to the
Dean of Faculty here.
Before he returns to England, however, Gee
will spend sometime lecturing in high schools.
He will be speaking on the subjects his winter
term course covers.
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BUILDING A RESIDENCF HALL
Do you want to be a part of building a better place
for people to live? If so, we want you to be a

Resident Aide for Fall Semester.
For additional information about the position,
stop by the Housing Office / Cam. 2nd Floor
Applications are available upon request.

Deadline:
February 28

Help yourself and help others .
BE AN R.A.!

-3
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Original Fiction

The Dreamer
by Kevin Smith
/ had to getaway. For some unknown reason, I
had to get away from the place the pursued. The
place that had been my captor for eons. Now was
my time to excape. Suddenly, I found myself
running. There was fog all around which acted on
the light like thousands of prisms reflecting and
changing colors and shades. I was moving now,
but I soon realized it was not of my own power as
I felt the reins in my hand and my heels dig into
bare hide. I clutched onto the mane even tighter
as I bent over and kicked harder and harder till
the wings of my mighty beast spread out and we
were, as one, air-borne. I spotted a light ahead
and above us and I knew that there I could find
sanctuary from my pursuer. My pain and sorrows
lifted along with the fog as I neared the light. I
slowed my white, winged creature so I could
perceive easier that which I was about to
encounter. The light turned into a glimmer—a
reflection. A river of pure gold flowed in front of
me and I shaded my eyes as we crossed it. The
sky shone like a thousand rainbows in perfect
harmony. At the top of the mountain was a castle
made of pure marble. A path of rubies and
emeralds lay beneath our reet as we approached
the glass domed palace. A host of servants
greeted us and took my loyal beast to his stable.
Others came and guided me inside as they
helped take off my hot, bloody armor in which I
must have just done battle. There were no lamps
or torches but the room was fully lit as if the walls
themselves were illuminating with an aura of
peace. My servants spoke nothing as they wiped
the sweat from my body. After the servants had
bathed me in perfumes, they disappeared as
quickly as they had arrived. I lay down on the
thick fur and warmed my body in front of the
yellow-orange blaze. I drank the nectar that had
been prepared for me. It seemed to refresh and
stimulate my body as it relaxed my muscles and
mind, I then closed my eyes for a moment oniy to
be disturbed by a hand. It gently caressed my
own as I sat up to look into vast blue and feel
silky blonde fall over her shoulders. The next few

moments seemed to last hours as I realized I had
found my sanctuary. I was free—free to roam
wherever I please or do whatever I felt in my
heart.
But my pursuer found me quicker than I had
expected. Ah, he is very clever. But, no, I would
not allow him to catch me again. "Fetch my
beast," and at once I was mounted and running:
But I was to be prey to my predator. This time I
would not escape. My beast was suddenly gone
from under me and the fog fell on me along with
pain and sorrow as I tried to keep running.
But the weight was too heavy and I fell. I
struggled to set up but suddenly lost consciousness.
When I awoke, I realized I was captive again.
So, I picked myself up and dreaded the day's
work my captor had in store for me. It would not
be so easy to escape the next night. But one
might, when everthing is right, I shall summon my
beast and we will once again escape through the
fog and, if we're swift enough, never return.
read part 2 in the next issue.

Are You An Alcoholic?
By Peggy Merritt, A.R.N.P.
Alcohol is C2 H5 OH (ethyl alcohol) and is the
intoxicating ingredient in beer, wine and distilled
liquor. It is a very toxic drug which is a
DEPRESSANT.
It slows activity in the brain and nervous
system. Also it can create a physical tolerance
and addiction which interferes seriously with the
individual's mental and physical health.
Alcoholism is the most widespready drug
addiction problem in this country. The reason
alcohol is so dangerous is that it alters behavior
profoundly.
Even moderate drinking causes some changes
in behavior. Alcohol can cause loss of inhibition
— a little alcohol may make a person more
talkative, giddy and loud. Increasing amounts
can cause a person to lose control and become
disoriented, slow to respond and take risks.
Heavy drinking can lead to feelings of worthlessness, self pity, irritability and violent behavior.
Usually the more alcohol consumed the more
tensions and feelings of anger, jealousy,
depression, etc. become exaggerated. Prolonged
heavy use of alcohol can lead to inability to
handle daily problems; severe depression, self
imposed isolation from family and friends can
result. It often is a factor in crimes of violence
and cause of over one half highway fatalities.
Chronic use results in loss of brain cells with
severe memory lapses, impaired learning ability,
motor disturbances and general disorientation.
Alcohol also can cause cirrhosis of the liver,
diseases of the digestive system, damage to the
heart and lowered resistance to infection.

It is estimated 1/3 of the 100 million Americans
who drink alcohol are women. When men and
women drink equivalent amounts of alcohol, the
woman obtains a higher level of alcohol
concentration in her blood and becomes more
intoxicated. Also women taking birth control pills
remain intoxicated longer than those who do not.
When a pregnant woman drinks so does her
baby. Alcohol related birth defects — Fetal
Alcohol Syndrome — includes low birth weight,
brain damage and physical malformation.
Combining alcohol and other drugs are very
dangerous as alcohol can intensify or even
neutralize the drug's effects, sometimes
resulting in death. Barbituates depress the brain,
heart and lung activity — combined with alcohol
can result in unconsciousness or death. Alcohol
combined with tranquilizers can reduce alertness
and coordination for activities such as driving.
Stimulants plus alcohol cause extreme
excitability ieading to carelessness. Alcohol can
block the effect of medication and interfere with
medical treatment such as certain antibiotics
and anti-epileptic medication.
Alcoholism is a disease, characterized by
physical dependence on alcohol and inability to
control drinking. People drink alcohol to relieve
tension, compensate for shyness, escape, stress,
etc. Alcoholics become physically addicted to
the drug alcohol and must rely on drinking to
function day today.
Heredity and/or physiological factors may play
a role in determining why only certain people
become addicted.

SIGNS OF ALCOHOLISM:
* * 1 . Uncontrollable need to drink
2. Personality changes such as
irritability, unreliability, etc.
3. Blackouts
4. Concealed drinking
5. Inability to function normally
6. Isolation
7. Physical problems
Most alcoholics are unable to recognize their
own disease.
ASK YOURSELF THESE QUESTIONS:
1. Have friends or relatives commented on your
drinking habits?
2. Do you look to alcohol for relief from your daily
problems?
3. Is Alcohol consumption interfering with your
daily tasks?
4. Do you feel anxious being at a social gathering
without a drink in your hand?
5. Have you ever blocked out while drinking?
6. Have you ever tried to stop drinking but
couldn't?
7. Do you "live" for the next drink?
If the answer to any of these questions is YES,
you should seek help.
Contact Alcoholics Anonymous — 647-3333
839 S. Orlando Avenue
Winter Park, FL 32789
On Campus contact
Judy Provost 2194
or Peggy Merritt 2235
Prevention is the only key to a healthier
society. Be sensible about alcohol, understand
the dangers, know your limits, set an example for
others.
THINK BEFORE YOU DRINK
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Tragedy Hits The Stage
The Annie Russell Theatre at Rollins College
win open its third production of the 1983-1984
season with Tennessee Williams' classic, The
Glass Menagerie. Hailed by many as his most
human and tender work, the play opens Friday,
January 27th and continues through February
4th. Performances are scheduled for 8:00 p.m.
There are matinees scheduled for Saturday,
January 28th and Saturday, February 4th. The
matinee scheduled for Saturday, January 28th is
a benefit performance to raise scholarship
money for theater students.
Ann Juergens will play the blowsy,
impoverished mother living on the memory of a
flower-scented Southern past. As Amanda
Wingfield, a woman who is both amusing and
pathetic, with love for no one but herself, Mrs.
Juergens will be portraying the role which is
generally conceded to have been the ideal
environment for the genius of Laurette Taylor to
present New York theatre-goers with the
performance of the century in 1945.
Carrie Barton will be seen as Amanda's
daughter, Laura, the lame and retiring girl who
cannot bear to mix with people, but whose heart

cries out for affection and understanding, like
that which she lavishes on her collection of glass
animals.
Christopher Gasti, in his last role as a Rollins
student; will perform the role of Tom, the restless
son whom Amanda fears will, like his father, give
up his bread-winning warehouse job and "fall in
love with long distance."
Completing the quartet of characters will be
Dan Wagner in the role of the Gentleman Caller,
Jim, the man who comes to dinner and tries to
help Laura rid herself of her inferiority complex,
but disappoints Amanda by already being
engaged to be married.
"The Glass Menagerie" ran in New York for 563
performances and won the N.Y. Critic's Circle
Award—the first in a parade of honors and prizes
that Tennesseei Williams would win.
The Annie Russell Theatre production is
directed by Dr. Robert O. Juergens with set
design by visiting designer, Brian Covington.
Lighting and costume design is by Dale Amlund.
Tickets for the production are available by
calling the Annie Russell Theatre Box Office at
646-2145 from 1:00-5:00 p.m. daily.

Movie Reviews
Gorky Park
Is Different
By L.A. Vogel
Based on Martin Cruz Smith's best selling
novel, Gorky Park is a very different film.
William Hurt's character is a Russian
detective. Hurt portrays a Russian detective —
nothing more, nothing less.
Lee Marvin portrays a ruthless American
Industrialist — its truly a Lee Marvin character.
Joana Pacula is the stubborn female torn
between loyalty and justice.
Brian Dennery is the tough N. Y. cop whose
help leads Hurt to a deeper, more complex case.
The film has violent moments but is a very
intriguing tale of murder, power, justice and
revenge.

Barbara - What A Guy!
by L.A. Vogel

Lionel Has Baby
Like most performers, Lionel Richie has had
his share of adoring fans. But it wasn't until
recently that he was paid the ultimate
compliment, when one of them asked him to
become the adoptive parent of her child. The
incident took place after a concert, and as Richie
recalls, "This little girl who was really too young
to support her baby, decided after seeing me
perform, that the people she would most like to
have as the father and mother of her child, were
me and my wife, Brenda. "It was so touching,"
Richie recalled, "she came up to us and said, 'I
want to give you my child because I feel that you
two would make ideal parents.' She was so
sincere and I could see the burden it was putting
on her to raise this child. And she kept saying,
'I've made up my mind and this is what I want to
do.'" Richie explained to the girl that he wished
he could help, but didn't feel it was possible to go
along with her plan. "It's strange looking back on
it now," he says. "It was by far the most unusual
gift anyone has every offered me."

U2 Releases Live EP
U2's Bono describes their new mini-LP, "Under
A Blood Red Sky," as an anti-bootlegging device.
The band is the live success story of the year all
over the world. But they have been recorded
illegally so many times at gigs they decided to
combat the bootleggers by doing it properly
themselves. The album entered the charts in
England last week at No. 2, right behind Duran
Duran, which entered at the top.

B-52's Bomb Translator
(Dl) A month of dates the B-52's and translator did
together ended in Philadephia last weekend (19)
with the B-52's surprising translator with a
smokey finish. While Translator's Steve Barton
sang the band's anti-war song, "Sleeping
Snakes," the B-52's lighting technician launched
into "Bombs Away," cranked up the lighting
board, hit the flash pots and let loose with some
terrific smoke.

Thriller Sells 20 Million
Michael Jackson: CBS Chief Walter Yetnikoff
reports that Michael Jackson's "Thriller" album
has now sold 20 million copies worldwide, half of
that in the United States alone. "Thriller" has just
enjoyed its 40th week in the top 3 on billboard's
album chart.

Boy Escapes Unstung
Boy George says he was so worried about
appearing on "The Tonight Show" with Joan
Rivers last week (30) that he even rehearsed some
barbs of his own like, "What's that ugly thing on
your neck? Oh, it's your head!" But Boy later said
Rivers was just the opposite of what he had
expected and turned out to be "very sweet."

Richards Offered Movie Roll
Keith Richards has been offered the role of
British musical comedy star Max Miller in a $4
million movie to be directed by Julian Temple, the
man responsible for directing the Stones' latest
video, "Undercover Of The Night." "Keith
laughed at first when we asked him to play Max
Miller," says Michael Hamlyn, producer of the
film, "Absolute Beginners." "Now he's seriously
considering the offer." The movie is described as
an "English 'West Side Story' " and will include
music by Squeeze and General Public. Miller,
who died 20 years ago at the peak of his career,
was the highest paid comic in Britain although he
had been banned by the BBC for 5 years because
of his risque jokes. Richards has turned down all
movie offers so far, but if he does accept this
one, he'll be joining another rock star, The Kinks' •
Ray Davies, in the cast.

Bruce Ready For New Album
Bruce Springsteen showed up at a club in
Philadelphia, Ripley's to see Clarence Clemmons
and The Red Bank Rockers recently. He went
backstage and talked with the band for quite a
while. However, the show was being taped for the
King Biscuit Flower Hour and that stopped Bruce
from getting up and jamming with them. But
Springsteen did join in when Clemmons led the
crowd in singing, "Fire." Although the club was
quite crowded and people came up to Bruce all
evening, he wasn't bothered by it at all, and in
fact, was quite friendly. A source close to
Springsteen and the band says he has over 100
songs ready for his next album, including
material that has been ready since the last
album. It will be something of a continuation of
"Nebraska." It's expected in February or March.
A tour begins in April and it's supposed to last
roughly 2 years. All members, including Miami
Steve are expected to participate, despite reports
that Van Zandt was leaving the band.

Yentl is a true product of Barbra Striesand. It
has an original storyline and the funny lady
expertise of Striesand. However,.a few too many
simple songs are sung. The ending is a little
drawn-out and Striesand has too many close ups
and profiles.
The movie is obviously a product of much of
Striesand "s time, effort and money. The result for
a Striesand fan is probably great, but for others
there is just so much striesand one person can
take at a time.

•••••••••••••••"A-*

Van Halen Wins Award
by Dave Sarney
It's that time again, folks — time for
Dangerous Dave's 'Dog of the Month' award. The
Dog of the Month is awarded to those artists and
albums most likely to discust the discriminating
musical palate. This months lucky recipient is...
(a drum roll please) Van Halen's 1984.1984 is, if
you follow my analogy, a fast food album. It's
bland, cheap, and over-hyped.
Oh, sure, there are those hot and juicy Eddy
Van Halen guitar solos; and sure David Lee Roth
lets you have those pseudo-cool vocals your way:
SO WHAT? I've heard it all before. I've always
thought rock and roll was for rebels and nonconformists, but obviously I was wrong. Van
Halen, like most bands with an established
name, have decided to holster their ideals, and
talents, and opt for the mega bucks approach to
music. Well that's fine for them, but not for the
educated music consumer (Yes Virginia, there
still are some of us out there) who will, I hope turn
his/her nose up at this commercial trash. Amen.
End of sermon...
Now, here's whats on this album. 1984 opens
up with a little spacey synthesizer instrumental
reminiscent of "Boston's" early work, and then
leads into 'Jump', a funk-wave tune that
teenyboppers snould eat up. 'Panama' is up next,
followed closely by 'Top Jimmy' and 'Drop Dead
Legs', all of which could have come off of any
other Van Halen LP. Side two starts off with a
tune called 'Hot for Teacher' (a sure hit for faculty
get-togethers) that sounds suspiciously close to
ZZ Top's version of J.L. Hooker's 'Herd it on the
X'. Too close if you ask me. Hot on it's heels are
'I'll Wait', 'Girl Gone Bad', and 'House of Pain' all
of which sound the same to me.
In twenty five words or less, Van Halen's 1984
is dull, boring, and commercial, not to mention
tasteless and predictable. You guys want fries
with that?
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Crealde School Offers
Workshops
process methods and interpretation. All

Crealde School of Art will be offering several
one and two-day workshops in February in
Sculpture and Photography.
On Saturday and Sunday, February 4 and 5,
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., David Cumbie will teach
"The Portrait Bust In Plasticine". There will be a
demonstration and slide presentation involving
working methods in portraiture. Instruction will
cover armature construction and the execution of
a portrait bust from a model. The fee is $15.
Michael Gallettaand David Cumbie will hold
an intense three-day workshop in "Bronze
Casting", on February 18,19 and 20. All students
must contact the instructors (through the school)
for further information concerning materials, the
processes and the times. The fee is $150.
A "Clay Sculpture Workshop" with Karen
Smith will be offered on Saturday and Sunday,
February 18 and 19, from noon to 3 p.m. The first
day will have a lecture and demonstration of
basic sculptural problems as well as building
forms and clay in varying degrees of stiffness. On
the second day students will work on their own
pieces under Karen's guidance. Clay will be
provided for about $5. The fee is $15.
In Photography, there will be a "Basic
Darkroom" workshop with Peter Schreyer on
Saturday, February 4 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. This
workshop will introduce students to black &
white film and paper developing. Students will
need to bring black & white film, medium or fast
speed. Chemicals and enlarging papers are
provided. The fee is $40.
Award-winning photographer Les Slesnick will
be teaching an "Introduction To Color Printing"
workshop on February 18 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
and February 19, from noon to 4 p.m. Students
will gain hands-on experience and understanding
of the principles of color filtration, papers,

materials will be provided in addition to a printed
manual on information demonstrated during the
workshop. There will be a follow-up critique that
will be arranged with the students. The workshop
is limited to eight students. The fee is $80.
Crealde School of Art is located at 600 St.
Andrews Blvd., next to Aloma Center, in Winter
Park. For further information and registration,
please call 671-1886.

Loch Haven Presents
Southwest Art
"The Harrison Eiteljorg Collection of Taos
Painters 1900-1940," a group of approximately 50
works of art centered around the American
Southwest, opened to the public January 10 in
gallery #7 at the Loch Haven Art Center. The
exhibition is free of charge and will continue
through February 19.
Featured artists include Joseph Sharp,
Georgia O'Keeffe, Ernest Blumenschein and
other 20th century American artists who lived and
worked in the community of Taos, New Mexico.
An exhibition of "Selections from the Whitney
Museum of American Art" will continue on
display through February 26 in gallery #2 at the
Loch Haven Art Center.
The 16 pieces, on loan from the Whitney
Museum of American Art in New York City,
include works by 20th century American artists
Stuart Davis, Helen Frankenthaler, Charles
Sheelerand Jasper Johns, among others.
The exhibition is free and open to the public.
Loch Haven Art Center hours are: Tuesday-Friday
10-5; Saturday Noon-5; Sunday 2-5.
For further information please call 896-4231.

Classical Watercolors
Exhibited
LINDA RHODES GALLERY, located at 238 Park
Avenue North, Winter Park, is hosting an art
exhibit entitled "Classical Watercolors" by New
York artist Roger Howrigan. The exhibit opened
January 12 and will run through February 11,
1984. The gallery is open from 10 to 4, Tuesdays
through Saturdays and is closed on Mondays.
Mr. Howrigan, who received his M.F.A. from
the Tyler School of Art in Philadelphia, spent two
years studying in Italy on a Fulbright grant during
1967 and 68. In the group of watercolors
completed during 1982 and 83 he has returned to
studies of the classic sculpture of Greece and
Rome; however, he has worked from copies of
the originals. It is the juxtaposition of these
figures within the American landscape and
context which provides these pieces with a
special content. Locations of the sculptures
represented in the watercolors range from the
Ringling Art Museum Sculpture Garden in
Sarasota, FLtothe J. Paul Getty Museum in
Malibu, CA and the Huntington Library in San
Marina, CA near Los Angeles.
These watercolors continue to reflect Mr.
Howrigan's concerns, as he states, "My
approach is philosophic in the sense that the
watercolors are serious considerations of the
world around me — a world I try to paint as
objectively as possible with subject matter that
will express my emotional changes... Using a
realist approach is also an expression of my
conviction and belief in humanity. An important
aspect of my work today is the use of photography, an area investigated by painters for some
time now in an attempt to obtain a new viewpoint
or focus on reality.
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Big Man To The Rescue
by Dave Sarney
It's been a long time since I've heard an album
with as much rockin' R&B soul as RESCUE by
The Red Bank Rockers. And not since the days of
Jr. Walker has there been a horn player with as
much... ah, sex appeal as Clarence Clemmons
For those of you still in the dark, Clarence (a.k.a.
the Big Man) is the guy responsible for all of
those gut grabbing horn riffs that saturate Bruce
Springsteen's albums.
Clarence's tasty horn lines get an added boost
from the soulful vocals of one John "J.T." Bowen,
who's voice has that hell-bent-for-leather, let's
have a house party quality that comes across as
50% B.B. King and 50% Eric Burden. This entire
album sounds like it must have been a blast to
make. Each band member gets a chance in at
least one song to feature his talents. Guest
artists include Springsteen, and the famed
Uptown Horns who backed up the J. Geils Band
on their Freeze Frame tour.
In addition to wailing horns, each tune is
packed full of raucous background vocals, and
large doses of funky back beat. Notable cuts are
'Money to the Rescue' (are you listening Adam
Smith?), 'Jump Start My Heart', and 'Resurrection
Shuffle', all of which are guaranteed to get your
fingers snappin' and your feet dancin'.
There are no heavy messages, commercial
sounds, or pop-wave beats here. RESCUE is an
all out R&B party album for people who like to
dance till their shoes burn up. I'm glad this LP
came along when it did, I was just about to lose
faith in new music altogether. Thanks Clarence,
for coming to the rescue.

.
U l S I i e y C^CIlSOrS

Song Title
A performance of the song, "Wang Dang
Doodle," by Chicago Blues Artist, Koko Taylor,
has been edited out of a program of the blues for
the Walt Disney Cable Channel because,
according to a Disney spokesperson, two of the
words can be construed as vernacular for the
male sex organ. Willie Dixon, author of the song,
was shocked to hear the news. He said that
"Wang Dang Doodle" is a well-known term for
"partying," and has no sexual reference
whatsoever. Disney executives didn't buy that,
however. They said that even with "progressive'
programming like a show on the blues, they still
intend to maintain their family image.

Film Based
On Assassination Plot
A new film about an alleged plot by former
President Richard Nixon to assassinate Jimi
Hendrix, Janis Joplin, and Jim Morrison is
scheduled to go before the cameras next month.
Producer-director Larry Buchanan, whose ,
previous credits include, "The Trial of Lee Harvey
Oswald," says he has based his script on a nowretired government official, whom he has know
for the past 23 years. Buchanan says his source,
who wishes to remain anonymous, was barred
from publishing his account of the affair in a
book, so he collaborated on a script with
Buchanan and 2 other writers. None of the music
of the stars will be used in the film, titled "Down
On Us."

Records Rate Honorable Mention

by Frida Layy
Hi, gang! Miss Layy herewith her top ten
favorite obscure albums. These are the albums
we skip over in order to buy Duran Duran, Toto,
Men at Work and all those delightful big-sellers
— never giving ourselves the opportunity to
check out these wonderful collections. You have
Frida's own guarantee that any of these will
appeal to the true music connoisseur!
1. Living My Life — Grace Jones. This album
was a phenomenal hit in Britain and most of
Western Europe yet was limited to black
exposure in the U.S. Featuring the hit "Nipple to
the Bottle" and Jones' ever-bizarre techno-chic
music, it's Ms. Grace's finest to date and Miss
Layy's top choice of 1982 albums, (and 1983!)
2. Mecca for Moderns and/or Bodies and Souls
— The Manhattan Transfer. The latter being more
recent, both LP's are, track for track, refreshing
and executed to vocal perfection. On Mecca for
Moderns is "The Boy from New York City" and
the best rendition of "Corner Pocket" I've yet
heard. Bodies and Souls boasts the hit "Spice of
Life" and is a total joy. Both are two of the finest
listening albums I've yet to come in contact with.
3. Four— Lipps, Inc. The group who made
"Funkytown".a hit four years ago has traded lead
singer Cathy Johnson for a new dynamic pair,
the most progressive music in an age where
such is very " i n " .
4. For Men Only and/or E.S.P. — Millie
Jackson. This woman is a personal favorite of
mine. The first album, an older one, is dedicated
strictly to men. Millie proceeds to tell them how
to keep their women from leaving and does it very
numorously, tragically, emotionally, and always
bawdily. For anyone who is not familiar with Miss
Jackson, this album is the perfect first! The
second, E.S.P. (extra-sexual-persuasion), is her
most recent and most raunchy featuring
"Sexercise", "Slow Tongue", and the recent hit I
Feel Like Walking in the Rain". Any of Millie
Jackson's records are a good investment to the
music enthusiast.

J n

5. Thighs and Whispers — Bette Midler.
Although I could hardly call the Divine Miss M
obscure, this album never quite made it — and
sadly so! It is truly one of (if not the) best! With
"Big Noise from Winnetka", "Millworker", and
"My Knight in Black Leather", you can bet it's
your best Bette yet!
6. Goddess of Love — Phyllis Hyman. I never
can understand why this woman is not a star —
she has played leads on Broadway and done
several movie appearances and then has
recorded some of the finest soul/easy-listening
music to date! This gem of an album features
"Riding the Tiger" as its big rocker but also
contains nine other fine cuts, all either excellent
dance or mood music. Would recommend this to
anyone.
7. Little Shop of Horrors — Cast album. An offBroadway smash, this is some of the most
delightful stage music ever! Sort of a "Night of
the Living Dead meets the kids from Grease"
musical. Contains the lovely "Somewhere that's
Green" and the hysterical "Be A Dentist" (you
have a talent for causing things pain). Destined
for Broadway, the cast album is a scream!
8. Wrap Your Arms Around Me — Agnetha
Faltskog. The blond from ABBA followed suit
when her counterpart, Frida Lynstad, made her
solo debut. This album, cut for cut, is good solid
"ABBA" and makes for very pleasant listening.
Although not for Led Zepplin fans, I'd recommend
it to most anyone else.
9. Wha'cha Gonna Do for Me? — Chaka Khan. I
was heart broken when Chaka lost the Grammy
to Stephanie Mills two years ago and this is the
album that got her so close. Every track has its
own charm especially her remake of "We Can
Work It Out" and a fantastic revival of Dizzy
Gillespie's "Night in Tunisia (on which he does a
trumpet solo). Although her next album Chaka
Khan was more my personal favorite, this one
features a much better variety and more m u , . ,
*or the money.

,

Dream

by MR
The bear though fat,
Is yet handsome;
The hyena albeit slim,
Not so wholesome.
Out of the stillness of the night
I awaken to the shrill sound
Of the telephone
Shattering the dark, calm walls
Of the night
Like the piercing cry
Of a sea-gull
I hear, on the other end,
Babbling, jubilant, excited, amorous (?)
Voices
In my notebook
I jot down,
Quickly,
Half asleep,
(317) Greencastle, GA
(658) Atlanta, IN
(4014) Winter Park, FL
And then,
The dull, dead sound
Of a disconnected line.
The squirrel is my friend
The devil a sure fiend,
The horse my lost love
You my unknown dove.
K? I? M? Julia?
You're p-e-c-u-l-i-a-r
You are queer
Like a wild, Western steer
You, you, I'll
When Winter Term shall come
to an end
My Preferred Hand shall
cease to bend.
In the dark and silent and lonely night
I sit by the telephone,
The window-sill of my dove,
Waiting, and waiting,
Jumping up at the slightest of sounds.
And if this be the whipped cream
Of my hallucination,
Then my imagination
Must have been dipped in dream
10. Success — The Weather Girls. Ah! The
Toast of the 80's! These two humongous women
can belt out a song like nothing else I've ever
heard! Whether it be the colossal hit "It's Raining
Men" or the funky remake of "I'm Gonna Wash
that Man Right Out of My Hair", the six long cuts
on this album are all pure fun-loving, campy,
raunchy joy!
Of course there are many more out there just
waiting for your purchase and don't forget
everyone's current favorites either! This list was
strictly for those who'd like to broaden their
musical horizons past Culture Club. Regardless,
whether you're rocking to Duran Duran, relaxing
with Stevie Nicks, or experiencing The Weather
Girls — enjoy your music. It can be the apple of
your ear!

Ballet Celebrates 10th Anniversary
Returning from a successful state tour of
eleven sold-out performances, Southern Ballet
Theatre presents its 10th anniversary gala on
January 31 at 8 p.m. at Bob Carr performing Arts
Center. The program will be premiereing two new
pieces: "Save the Last Dance for Mee" by Kip
Watson and "Happy Birthday" by Barbara
Riggins plus other dance favorites. Call 628-0133
for ticket information.
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SPORTS
Baseball Is The Long Season
by David Greenberg)
Sports Editor
The last day of the Rollins baseball season
always comes. Every May. But last year was, in a
way, different. It was extra special. But extra sad,
as well. As hoped by all, predicted by some, the
Mighty Tars reached the Regional play-offs. To
advance in them, as it turned out, the Tars would
have needed a bus wreck involving the bovs of
Florida Southern. (Nothing serious of course, just
a few broken arms and legs.) Unfortunately, the
Moccasins remained disgustingly healthy, if not
particularly effective. The result was a sweep.
But going deeper than that, the season saw the
last of the old Harper-Sheperd Field, a Rollins
landmark that had stood tall (broken, but tall)
since the late 1920s. For the members of the
Rollins Tars, it must have been a strange
feeling—a form of gnawing emptiness, knowing
that this would be the last time they would
empty all of their belongings out of their lockers.
This year-end ritual has great symbolic meaning
every year, even if your stadium is not going to be
totally annihilated a month later.
I remember when I had to empty my locker for
the last time each season. (This was back in the
days when I hit .149, fielded .149, and made
spectacular catches out of routine fly balls.) I
would always look forward to summertime and
its golden sunsets, but at that very moment, none
of that seemed to matter. That empty locker
symbolized the cold, sadness of the season's last
game. I would remove each piece slowly, one-at-

a-time, and that would only add to the poignancy.
But it had to be done that way, because each
piece would hold a special memory of, as Jimmy
Brosnan would call it, The Long Season.
One year, after stuffing my belongings into my
hockey bag (I was the jack of all trades, the
master of none), the only thing that remained was
a cracked bat. I had gotten it the evening before
opening day (or Opemng Day, as I saw ii), ano my
teammate borrowed it and broke it before I ever
got to use it. He had swung at an inside pitch (I
hate it when teammates use my bats to swing at
inside pitches), and the neck of the bat almost
split in two. At the time, I was unbelievably
pissed off. But as I took one last glance at it, I
onlv chuckled to mvself.
This must be the way the Rollins team feels at the
end of each season. The college season is a
short one—so short that hitters often complain
(half jokingly, I guess) that when they fall into a
slump, there is barely enough time to get out of it
before the season ends.
But no matter how many times a player looks
at a called third strike, or throws a double-play
ball into right field, the season always seems tobe just long enough for each player to look back
upon it with satisfaction. It is a quiet form of
fulfillment, however. There is no smile on the face
of a ballplayer as he rips the piece of tape
symbolized that the locker was his, and no one'
elses. He will then quietly shut the door of his
locker, and with that, put the final touch on the
closing out of his season—The Long Season. It is
almost if the player does this solely to cast out

The new Alfond Stadium (above) as of
January 21, 1984. The complex is
scheduled to be ready for this season's
home opener next month. At right are
two of the Tars starting nine. Shawn
Pender (left) will start in centerfield. His
quick bat and speed on the base paths
will prove to be a needed asset for the
success of the Tars. Tony Taylor (right)
will most likely be in left field. He, too, is
a base-stealing threat has tremendous
power in his bat.

All photos by David Greenberg

the light in his locker, therefore preventing the
grotesque sight of the empty locker, swept clean
of the season's rememberances. Those
memories will be carried back with him in his
duffel bag, at his side.
However, the shirts, the mits and the cletes
lose some of their appeal when they are removed
from the locker. They belong there. Now, these
tangibles will be stored in ordinary closets, with
all the other ordinary clothes. And they will seem
more . . . ordinary.
It is at this time that the ballplayer opens
another door—the door to fantasy. Each player
thinks he can do even better the next season. The
bench-grabbers assure themselves that they will
be in the starting nine, and each starter thinks
that he will be greater than ever before. Dreams
were made for baseball players.
And recently, the Mighty Tars have been
training for a special dream—one that they can
seriously hold for the first time in a while. A
National Championship. This year there will be a
new atmosphere to accompany this dream. A
brand-new stadium. Made out of real concrete,
too! And best of all, the dugouts will be big
enough to fit the whole team! There will be a
press box, hopefully big enough so I can build a
bar in there. (Is it possible to sing an article?) On
the same note, the Rollins fans will be ardently
cheering their team on, even if it is decided not to
sell beer there.
Seriously, I suppose it is appropriate that the
most beautiful aspect of a baseball complex is
something that is not confined to the players
only, but is shared by everyone. The Field. The
bases are a shiny white. The base paths are
groomed with fresh new soil, directing the runner
around the road to success. Inside the diamond
stands the pitcher's mound. He stands there, on
top of Mount Rainier, looking down upon
everyone else. The pitcher controls the game. It is
not a job that is handed to him. It is a job that he
truly has to earn.
And finally, there is the outfield—the Magic
Green Stage. It is synonymous with spring and
baseball. Before each game, it is made sure that
each blade of grass is perfectly manicured. If
someone who knew nothing about baseball was
to sit in the stands and simply observe the garden
before him, he would automatically be able to tell
that something specia. was about to happen.
And when Boyd Coftie and his Mighty Tars
take to the field next month, it will be the start of
The Long Season, but a very special one, as well.
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Freshman Dave Baad
Senior shortstop Todd Barton uses the
"bars" in order to strengthen his
throwing arm and add more punch to his
swing.

Dave McCoy practices his swing in the
hitting cage. This year he will make the
transition from third base to catcher, due
to the loss of Glenn Sherlock who
graduated and is now playing professionally.

' / • -

Freshman Craig barella hopes to be one
who will fill the gap at the loss of Tad
Slowik, who graduated and turned pro.
Senior first baseman Louis Grasso
works on getting his arm in shape.

All photos by David Greenberg
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The following are the Endowed Scholarship
Recipients (A thletics) for 1983-84.
All photos courtesy of Athletic Dept

ALFOND A THLETIC SCHOLARSHIP
Allyson Farlow, a freshman from Pittsford New
York, is a member of the 1983-84 women's varsity
tennis team. She is nationally ranked in singles
and a member of the Eastern Tennis
Association's Intersectional team.

HARRY J. MEISEL SCHOLARSHIP
Chris Zielinski has been named as the first
recipient of the Harry J. Meisel Scholarship. The
freshman from Marblehead, Massachusetts,
played varsity soccer in high school and is an
avid swimmer. Chris also works closely with
Coach Meisel as a lifeguard at the Rollins
College pool. He is now actively pursuing a major
in Biology.

CL. HARPER
Debra Knorworski is an art major from St.
Petersburg, Florida. A junior this year, Debra has
been an outstanding asset to the women's varsity
volleyball team. During the past three years she
has been among the top three players for the
Lady Tars in every statistical category.

BUCKYCOPELAND MEMORIAL
Rob Bates is an NCAA Division II Ail-American
who is currently playing on the men's nationally
ranked varsity tennis team. A junior from Ft.
Lauderdale, Rob has won more than fifty
matches in his two-year career. He is majorinq in
y
Economics.

CLIFF PEOPLES ENDOWDED SCHOLARSHIP
Pamela Meany, the recipient of the first Cliff
Peoples Endowed Scholarship, is a vital member
of the women's varsity golf team at Rollins
College. A native of Holbrook, Massachusetts,
Pamela is currently a junior majoring in English
and Business.

DONALD H.CHENEY
Denny Ullo has been a vital contributor to the
men's soccer team during his four-year career at
Rollins. Not only a fine player at the mid-field
position, but Denny served in a leadership
capacity as co-captain during the 1983-84
season. He is a senior from St. Louis, Missouri
and is majoring in business.

Please see ' 'A wards'' on page 20.
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by Roger W. Muller

Editorial: Crew Has Already Proven Itself

Winter term at Rollins is synonymous with the
leisure life. The desire to work seems as far
removed from the minds of students as next
Christmas. However, work is precisely what
some students are occupying their afternoons
with. For oarsmen winter term denotes the onset

of the crew season. At the U.T. Bradley
Boathouse four- and eight-man boats can be
seen progressing methodically back and forth on
Lake Maitland. The months of January and
February are to crew what spring training is to
baseball. Fall term was strictly for acquainting
the freshmen to the sport of rowing. It was
preparation for Winter and Spring terms when

Photo courtesy of Roger W. Muller

Dave Feher is tennis team's workhorse.
by Dave Hannah
Dave Feher is the two year captain of the
Men's Varsity Tennis Team. They have finished
no lower than 5th in the NCAA national
tournament since he has been a member.
However, at just "the hint of rain before practice"
you are likely to find Dave in his car, the Police
blasting from his stereo, on the way to SanfordOrlando Kennel Club for a matinee performance
of dog racing!
At a time when college athletics has become
the minor leagues for the professional ranks and
college athletes often view their participation
merely as a job, it is refreshing to come across a
top level athlete who still knows how to enjoy his
game. Dave, by his own admission, values fun
above all else. Fortunately for those who know
him, Dave gets a lot of enjoyment out of making
others laugh. His quick wit and sharp tongue
make him both ruthless and more importantly
hilarious amidst a "rag session" among friends.
As mentioned, Dave loves the energy and
excitement of dog racing, and the chance of
walking away with the big money lures him to the
track. Lately Dave said he has been trying a new
system called Omega X 100, but refuses to give
out any details.
This is not to say that Feher is not serious
about his tennis; he came to Rollins without great
credentials and without a scholarship but has
quickly worked his way up to being an integral
part of a very good tennis program. Feher credits
Coach Norm Copeland for giving him the chance
to play number three doubles as a freshman as
the break which helped turn the corner in his
tennis career. Feher developed both the
confidence and the playing style during that
freshman season which has now made him one
of the most solid and clutch performers on the
team. His style is best labeled, "scrappy."
Feher's lack of size and strength compared with
the other players forces him to rely on his
reflexes and his amazingly quick hands. Feher

says his lack of power forces him to out-think and
out-work his opponents. "It takes me an extra
shot or two when I have my man in trouble, where
Talgo can simply knpck it off the court," says
Feher.
Because Dave has had to develop a charging
and flashy style of play he naturally admires the
abilities of John McEnroe. Like McEnroe, Feher
likes to do a little extra when the crowd is big.
Basically he feels he is a hot dog on the court.
Despite his admiration for "Mac's" playing
ability, Dave quickly pointed out that it was his
father and not McEnroe that he idolized. Dave's
close relationship with his father has provided
him with some thrilling moments in tennis in
addition to being a positive influence on his life.
In the summer prior to entering Rollins, Dave and
his father won the U.S. Open Father and Son
tournament 6-0,6-0 in front of 20,000 people in the
main Stadium Court. This first exposure to big
time tennis still excites Dave as he recounts
stories of bumping into Conners or seeing
McEnroe lying on the training table yelling at
someone to come tape his ankle. Dave's biggest
thrill in tennis came also in a father-son tourney
as finalists in the National Clay Court Championships where they defeated some of the top pros,
or as he put it, "People I used to watch play on
TV."

Although usually not bothered by much, Team
Captain Feher believes the Rollins athletic
department is not supportive enough of the
men's tennis program. "While A.D. Gordie Howell
has made some progress this year," Feher notes,
"we still don't have the financial and public
relation support we deserve." Considering the
team's great success and national reputation
over the years, Feher believes the athletic
department should give it a higher priority than it
now does. Dave thinks it is important to let
people at Rollins and the media know that this
year's team has the ability, if everyone is healthy,
to win a national championship and that their
matches can be very exciting.

things hit a serious note.
Crew is largely misunderstood by the majority
of Rollins students. Contrary to the opinions of
many, you do not throw eight oarsmen into a
boat, add a coxswain saying "stroke, stroke,
stroke," and away you go. More than any other
sport crew requires discipline and concentration.
Without either of the two a boat will go nowhere.
Equally as important are technique and form. In
rowing, size does not always play a factor. A
heavyweight boat can be beaten by a boat
comprised of smaller oarsmen simply because
their form and technique were superior.
For those who consider crew to be physically
less demanding than most sports, a recent
government report on physical fitness should put
to rest that false assumption. Rowing, with the
exception of distance running, burns off more
calories per hour (1800) than: baseball (400-500),
basketball (800), soccer (900), and tennis (700).
In addition, the report goes on to say, the
stamina required for rowers is only surpassed by
that of marathon runners, collegiate wrestlers,
and participants in the decathlon. Finally, rowing
uses all five groups of muscles: chest and neck,
arms and shoulders, the back, the abdomen, and
the legs. Only swimming can boast of using them
to a greater extent.
Last year the women's varsity eight never
finished below third and more often than not they
wound up second to F.I.T. This year with nearly
the entire boat returning, in addition to some
experienced freshmen, the woman's team should
not only be in contention, they should be the
eight to beat in Florida and possibly the entire
South.
Following their best performance in four years
at the Freshmen/Novice Race in Tampa this past
fall, the men's team appears to have turned the
corner. Last year was devoted to rebuilding. This
year should exhibit marked improvements
overall. Freshmen comprise the majority of the
oarsmen and with two more months to the first
regatta, the men's team could conceivably score
some major upsets.
Although neither team has any athletes on
scholarships, something the athletic department
deemed to nix, both teams should be
competitive. Imagine the baseball, basketball,
and soccer teams without scholarships. Many
fine athletes would not have the opportunity to
attend Rollins. Hence, the caliber of the teams
would not be what they are now. Somewhere
along the line, crew was relieved of its
scholarships which put a crimp in the entire
program. Scholarships guarantee that a given
amount of athletes will always turn out, luring
others who would otherwise have stayed away.
However, the crew faces a catch-22 situation.
On one hand, they are asked to prove themselves
before having scholarships reinstated. On the
other hand without scholarships crew will have
an increasingly harder time attracting
experienced oarsmen who cannot afford Rollins'
tuition. Such oarsmen opt for state schools
where tuition is less and academics
questionable, but where they have the
opportunity to row. And why should crew have to
prove itself? Twice the men's team traveled to
England ('64 & 72) for the Royal Henley Regatta.
This event is the pinnacle for collegiate rowing.
Rollins crew throughout the 50's, 60's, and early
70's was one of the most consistent teams in the
south having been runner-up nine times at the
Dad Vail National Championship in Philadelphia.
If this is not proving itself then what is?
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Awards (con 1)

Profile: Scott Kinney
by Erica Staffeld

Photo courtesy of Athletic Dept

MCDOWALL SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Glenn Stambaugh is co-captain of the 1983-84
varsity basketball team. He started every game
last season and his leadership and experience in
the guard position are vital. A business major
from Longwood, Florida, Glenn is in his senior
year.

Tar Pits
by David Greenberg
Sports Editor
The Orlando Tennis & Racquet Club is offering
a special Racquetball Package to Full Time
Rollins Students. The fees are as follows:
$50.00 Annual Dues
$2.50 per person per court hour during NonPrime time hours. In other words, you can play
any time Monday-Friday 7a.m.-3p.m. and 9p.m.11 p.m., and all day Saturday and Sunday.
All fees are subject to 5% sales tax.
If you are interested, please call Terri for more
info at the Orlando Tennis & Racquet Club, 6445411.
interested in athletic training?.
Hardworking men and women are needed to
act as student athletic trainers for Rollins varsity
athletic teams. The department will fund an
intensive course in care and prevention of
athletic injuries to be held this summer. A
modest monthly stipend will be awarded.
Experience as a student athletic trainer is
preferred but not required. We are looking for one
FRESHMAN, SOPHOMORE, and JUNIOR to
remain in this program until graduation. All
interested students should contact Charlie Urban
in the athletic office, extension 2429, to set up an
interview.

t_^

When the final whistle blew on Tuesday (Jan.
10), the Rollins Varsity Men's Basketball team
had defeated Eckerd College 79-66. Leading all
scorers in this game was Rollins' Scott Kinney,
with four free-throws and nine baskets for 22
points. He was named Player of the Game by
WPRK.
After twelve games this season, Kinney leads
the Tars in scoring, with an average of 20.3 points
per game, and rebounding, with 6.0 rebounds per
game. Last year, as a freshman, he averaged 13.3
points per game and 5.0 rebounds, while playing
in all 26 games.
Before coming to Rollins, Scott played high
school basketball at Frankfort High School, in
Frankfort, KY. He was a starter all four years, and
as a freshman was Honorable Mention All-State.
As a sophomore and a junior, Scott was 2nd
Team All-State, while leading his team to the
State Tournament. The summer before his senior
year, he was invited to participate in the 5-Star
Basketball camp. This camp is open to only 200
kids from across the nation and is by invitation
only. At the camp, Scott was one of 12 players
selected for the All-Star team. In his senior year,
he was made captain of the team. He was First
Team All-State and was also a member of the
Kentucky-Indiana All-Star squad. He made the
All-Conference teams for his last three years in
high school.
The high school coach at Frankfort, John
Lykins (a former coach at Auburn University), is
the person whom Scott says has helped him the
most in his career. "He had confidence in me,"
said Scott, "If I had a bad game, he'd find
something good, and not dwell too much on the
negative side."
When it came time to choose a college, Scott
chose Rollins because "I wanted to get away
from home, and I liked Florida. Rollins had a
relaxed atmosphere, and a good basketball and
academic program." He is an Economics major,
and is hoping to stay in Florida after graduation.
His high school coach might open a chain of
restaurants in Florida and Scott would like to
manage them.
Scott's role as a player last year was to
complement Ronnie Harris; be there to pick up
the slack if Ronnie was getting double-teamed.
This year, his job is to score. "He's the man we go
to, to get points," said Coach Tom Kulsman, "He
has great ability to put the ball in (the hoop). He's
a crafty player, with a lot of fakes. He can score
against anybody when he has the ball." Both
Scott and Coach Klusman agree on his
weakness: "Defense. He has to guard people
who are either bigger or quicker than him," said
Klusman. "We made it a point to let him know he
has to play defense, and we feel he has improved
tremendously."
Says Scott: "My weakness is defense, but my
strength is that I play smart. I don't try to do
things I'm not capable of doing."
Klusman has high hopes for Scott's remaining
years. "If he keeps working like he's working, and
without any unforeseen injuries, he has a
legitimate shot at breaking the school scoring
record, (which is held by Joel Fiser — class of
1982), or at least being in the top three. He has to
stay hungry and aggressive."
When not playing basketball, Scott enjoys golf
and tennis. He follows college basketball very
closely, and is, as expected, a die-hard
Kentucky fan. His playing career will end, for the
most part, after graduation: "I won't play much. I
have to get on with my life."
"He's a super kid," said Klusman, as the
conversation finished. "He's done everything
we've asked him to, and we're very pleased he's
here. We think he's an asset, not only in
basketball, but he's also a good student. That's
the type of young man we're looking for."

Sophomore sensation Scott Kinney
photo by Denis Bourguignon

Kinney tips-off against Eckerd College.
Photo courtesy of Athletic Dept.
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Auger Is More Than Just A Golfer
by Erica Staffeld
Imagine for a second that you wanted to be the
number one player on the Rollins' Women's golf
team. What kind of average do you think you
would need? How about 78.08 per round? That is
the average Robin Auger is carrying, and she is
indeed Rollins' number one woman golfer. In the
second tournament of the year, the Hurricane
Classic at University of Miami, she shot rounds
of 76, 72, and 72 for a 220 and a second place in
the tournament. That has been her best finish so
far this year.
Robin has been playing golf since her
childhood; she started playing tournaments at
the age of seven. In high school, she played for
three years on the school team, which was co-ed.
She was a Co-Captain, and played in either the
number one or two spot. As a sophomore, she
came in third place in the Massachusetts State
School girl Championship, and in her Junior year
she moved up to a second place finish. She won
the championship in her Senior year, beating
about thirty girls. In her Senior year, she was also
the team MVP, and was named to the Boston
Globe All-Scholastic Golf Team.
Robin almost didn't come to Rollins. "I wasn't
going to come down here," she said. "I sent in my
application about a week before the April 15
deadline because the golf coach (then, it was Joe
Justice) contacted me. I found out the next week I
had a full tuition scholarship, so I came."
As a Senior at Rollins now. Robin is a CoCaptain of the women's team. "She stepped in to
the leadership role," said Coach Sherry Allison.
"she is a confident, level-headed person. As a CoCaptain she has a lot of responsibility on trips.
Her teammates feel they can talk to her if they
have problems."
Robin is pretty consistent," continued Coach
Allison. "It is evident she did a lot of work over
the summer, and made up her mind she was
going to play well. She is a strong hitter, and
keeps the ball in play. Every once in a while she
tends to 3 par more than she should. Her putting
average is higher than it should be."
In addition to golf, Robin participates in the
intramural sports on campus and runs. "I played
field hockey and basketball in high school," she
said. "I thought about playing basketball down
here, but it conflicts with golf."
Robin is majoring in Business Administration
and minoring in Communications. After
graduation, she plans on playing golf all summer
and then, in October trying the qualifying school
for the LPGA. "With a lot of hard work, she has
the ablility to make it," said Allison. "The biggest
difference between college and professional golf
is the pressure. As a pro, you're playing for your
livelihood, either you're going to survive or you're
not."
Both Mary Kay Cosmetics and Marshalls
Department store have approached Robin about
sponsoring her. However, she must wait until
after she graduates to sign any contracts. If the
golfing doesn't work out, she plans on going into
Business Management. Whatever she does, you
can be sure she'll do it with enthusiasm and
discipline.

Photo courtesy of Athletic Dept.

The swing of Robin Auger.

Photo courtesy of Athletic Dept.

The smile of Robin Auger

WE'RE YOUR / Y PUBLIC LIBRARYi

American Cancer Society
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KEEP ROCKIN'
Orlando
with

I plan on living a long and
healthy life, so I get
regular cancer checkups.
Call or write your local unit
of the American Cancer
Society for a free
pamphlet on their new
cancer checkup guidelines.
Because if you're like me,
you want to live
long enough to do it all.

ROCK LINE 422-9100
CONCERT LINE 647-ROCK

GRAND OPENING!!!
'®

American Cancer Society

THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED AS A PUBLIC SERVICE

10% OFF ON
ALL SERVICES
TO STUDENTS

AND FACULTY
WITH I.D.
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A legal
career
in three
short
months

SUPER EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

• GAIN IMPORTANT JOB EXPERIENCE
• BUILD EMPLOYMENT RECORD
• TELEPHONE MARKETING-NO SELLING
SET APPOINTMENTS FOR SALES STAFF
• 4 HOUR SHIFTS: (10-2) OR (5-9)
• ALTAMONTE SPRINGS AREA
• FOR INTERVIEW-CALL 331-OO66

Get right into law with intensive preparation
approved by the American Bar Association.
After completing the three-month program, you
can take your place as a legal assistant. It's
one of the fastest growing careers of the 80's.
•
•
•
•

$

Bachelor's degree or attorney sponsorship required.
Day and Evening classes available.
Employment assistance.
Classes conducted in Atlanta.

MEMBER BETTER BUSINESS
BUREAU OF ORLANDO
AND SEMINOLE COUNTY

Meet us on Campus
Tuesday, February 14, 1984
Placement Office
2:00-5:00

THRIFT PAK FOODS

(404) 266-1060
Name
Address
State

City

Zip
Yr. Grad

College

UOITGD

Evening

Phone: Day

Rem-ALL

The National Center for
Paralegal Training

PHONE 644-4409

I500 W. Fairbanks

Winter Park, Fla.

3414 Peachtree Road, N.E., Atlanta, GA 30326

DISNEY AUDITION TOUR'84
TWO EXCITING ENTERTAINMENT EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
1. The WALT DISNEY WORLD® Vacation Kingdom, near Orlando,
Florida, is seeking professional Singers, Dancers and Musical Theatre
Actors/Actresses. Most positions are for full, one-year contracts with
some summer seasonal employment also available. Sorry, no
professional instrumentalist auditions.
2. The WALT DISNEY WORLD Vacation Kingdom and
DISNEYLAND® (located in Anaheim, California) are forming a 22member All American College Marching Band for each Park, plus, a
40-member All American College Symphony Orchestra to perform at
EPCOT Center. These positions are for summer-long employment,
beginning June 4 and concluding on August 18.
AUDITION REQUIREMENTS ALL AUDITIONEES:
• Must be 18 years of age by June 1,1984
• Must bring a current resume and photograph
• Must show movement ability
AUDITION SITES ORLANDO, FLORIDA February 2,1984
TALENT AUDITION:
COLLEGE MUSICIANS:
Tupperware Convention Center
Expo Center
U.S. Hwy. 441 & 17-92
500 West Livingston Street
(South Orange Blossom Trail)
5 Miles South of Florida Turnpike [ Audition call: 10 a m - 5 p.m
Near Kissimmee
Audition call: Females - 1 0 am.
Males - 2 p.m
Join the "World" leaders in family entertainment! For additional audition
requirements or if you need further information, please call or write "Disney
Audition Tour'84," Entertainment Division, P.O. Box 40, Lake Buena Vista, FL
32830, (305) 824-5478, (Monday-Friday only, 9:00 a m to4:00 p.m EST).
C 1 » 0 W A I T OlSN€T PRODUCTIONS

Walt r°lisnei| World

Biochemistry, Graduate School Fellowships at the University of Alabama Medical Center. The Graduate
Program in Biochemistry at the University of Alabama in Birmingham invites applications from highly
qualified students interested in a Ph.D. program. Major areas of emphasis include fundamental molecular
biology, biochemistry of nucleic acids, recombinant-DNA techniques, physical biochemistry, biochemistry
of connective tissues, enzymology, X-ray crystallography and NMR spectroscopy. All students admitted to
the program receive fellowships of $7,500 per year, plus tuition and fees. Interested students should
contact Dr. Charles E. Bugg, Chairman of the Admissions Committee, Department of Biochemistry,
University of Alabama in Birmingham, Birmingham, Alabama 35294.

HAVE CREDIT PROBLEMS?
Obtain a major credit card (M/C
or Visa), Guaranteed, even if you
have bad credit, no credit,
bankrupt or divorced. For Free
Brochure send S.A.S.E. t o ist
Capitol Credit P.O. Box 9620,
-217, Ft. Worth, Texas 76107, or
Call 1-817-457-5581, Anytime.

Female roommate wanted to share
2 bedroom apt. in Winter Park.
$220/month, plus utilities. Phone
677-6036.

Roommate wanted. Large,
furnished 2 bedroom duplex. Good
location, 2 miles from campus
$167 per month plus utilities. $150
deposit. Call Dave 644-4195.

•••••••••••••••*
Roommate wanted. Prefer female.
Winter Park area $225 per month
plus 1/3 utilities. Martha 647-3631
daytime... 628-8335 night.

An equal opportunity employer.

^Vfter Graduation Consider Whaf
One More Year of College Will Earn You
Need extra money? Better yet, why not "go
for broke". Here is an opportunity to become
financially independent while you are still in
college. Just a few JF^V
hours of your
chan e vour
spare time could jm(S^\
9
life. Receive a ^ J 2 § P ^
bonus check
every month
\J§gf^j^
for the rest
Multi-level
of your life.
JpSBlO
the answer
marketing is P ^ i s l ^
'
Foods has
and Yurika ^ f e ^ J
the plan. Go
^ ^
for it today!!!

Peabody

College

Masters
•

Degrees

of
leading

Vanderbilt
to careers

University

offers

in:

Human Resource Development in Corporations
•

Policy Development and Program Evaluation
•

College Student Personnel Services
•

Library and Information Science
•

College Development
•

Teaching

For information about these and other
programs write or call:
Office of Admissions

& Financial

Room

College

210, Peabody

Vanderbilt
Nashville.

wi^^^m
Ma&A^W

Aid

University
TN 37203

At\&nderb

615-322-8410

Please send me information about Peabody College of Vanderbilt University

FloRay Marketing
107 Oakwood Drive, Maitland, FL 32751
(305) 831-2734

NAME
ADDRESS
TITY

STATE

UNDERGRADE _TE COLLEGE
GRADUATION

DATE

ZIP

Opening Soon:

Rollins' New
Luxury Pub

To be located on the roof of Olin Library
(now under construction)

Featuring:
Imported French Wines
Fillet Mignon on a Bun
CoqauVintogo
Julienne Fries
Crepes Suzette
and, of course...

Chipwiches

